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Chapter 1

Getting Started

PocketProfessional® software is the first ofits kind, developed to provide speed,

efficiency and portability to students and professionals in technical fields.

When you slide a PocketProfessional plug-in card into your HP 48GX or

HP 48SX, yourcalculator is instantly transformed into an electronic “textbook,”

ready to efficiently solve your technical problems.

PocketProfessional MathePro™is state-of-the-art mathematics software for the

HP 48GX and HP 48SX calculators. Sparcom Corporation would like to thank

previous owners of PocketProfessional software for their many helpful sugges-

tions and comments.

This chapter covers:

Key Features of MathePro

How to Use This Manual

Manual Conventions

Differences between HP 48GX and HP 48SX

Installing and Removing a Card

Starting MathePro

Using the Home Screen

Options Menu

Custom Settings Screen

Memory Requirements

Home Screen Key Summary

Options Menu Key Summaryo
o
o

o
o
o

o
0
o
0
o
0
o
o
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Key Features of MathePro
c
o
o
o
o
d
o
o Highest speed andperformance ofany HP 48 software sold today

Easy-to-use, intuitive menu-based interface

Context-sensitive help textfor every screen

Advanced math analysis routines, equations, and reference tables

Integrated access to the HP 48 stackfor calculations

Comprehensive documentationfor quick reference

Learn one Pro product andyou can use them all!

 

How to Use This Manual

This manualis designed as a learning and reference tool to be used with your
PocketProfessional MathePro software. This section explains the layout of the

manual.

Manual Organization

The manualis divided into four parts: Analysis, Equations, Reference, and

Programming & Advanced Use. These sections mirror the divisions within

MathePro, with the addition of an advanced section for experienced users.

a

2

Part 1: Analysis includes analysis routines to perform calculations, such as

polynomial root-finding, curve fitting, or hyperbolic functions. Easy-to-

use, intuitive analysis screens are available for each routine.

Part 2: Equations includes an equation library of over a hundred solvable

equations organized in related groups. Full descriptions of each variable, a

variety of user-selectable units, and diagrams are included.

Part 3: Reference includes reference tables based on information in stan-

dard reference books, such as integraltables or trigonometric identities.

Part 4: Programming & Advanced Use includes detailed syntax for each

programmable command included in MathePro and othertips for ex-

perienced users.

1. Getting Started



What to Read Next...

To get the most information from this manual, read the following sections:

0 Read all ofthis chapter, “Getting Started.” You will learn how to install

MathePro, and you will be introduced to the menus and screens of

MathePro, which provide easy-to-use, intuitive access to all the features.

Read the Analysis, Equations and Reference tutorials. You will learn how
to use each major section of MathePro through the help of numerous ex-

amples and context-sensitive help.

Use the table of contents and index to locate further topics of interest.

Refer to Appendix D, “Questions and Answers,” to answer the most com-

monly asked questions about MathePro.

 

Manual Conventions

There are a few simple conventions used throughout this manual:

|

H

Keys on the HP 48 keyboard are shown in a boxed typeface, such as ENTER.

Keys such as [on]-[1/0] displayed with a hyphen between them should be
pressed at the same time. Do not press the hyphen.

Menu keys are located at the bottom of the HP 48 screen and correspond

directly to the top row of keys on the HP 48 keyboard. They are shown in

an inverse typeface, such as IEISIVIS.

Programmable commands are shown in uppercase letters, such as SIN.

Uppercase is also used to show field names, like RESULT, which are dis-
played on the HP 48 screen.

Steps to be followed in a particular order are denoted by ©, @, ©,etc.

HP 48 variables/directories are listed in single quotes, such as 'SPARCOM'.

Equation variables are shown in boldface to separate them from the text, as

in: “The Icc axis is parallel to any side of a cube.”

All examples assumethat pressing locks Alpha entry mode. If your

HP 48 has system flag -60 set, you should press instead of [&][].

1: Getting Started 3



 

Differences between HP 48GX and HP 48SX

This manual was written using the HP 48GX as the standard, with notations

made for the HP 48SX where necessary. The following keys are different be-

tween the HP 48GX and HP 48SX, but they perform the same function:

 

 

   

HP 48GX HP 48SX Description

Displays all libraries.

[on]-[0] [on] [ere] Performs a screen dump.

[=] evo] VST Displays an item ifit is
wide for the screen. 
 

 

Installing and Removing a Card

The HP 48GX and HP 48SX have two ports for installing PocketProfessional

plug-in cards. A card can be installed in either port.

 

Warning: Turn off the HP 48 before installing or removing a
card! Otherwise, user memory may be erased.

 
 

Installing a Card

To install a card, follow these steps:

© Press to turn the HP 48 off. Do not turn it on until you have com-
pleted the installation procedure.

® Remove the port cover. Press against the grip lines and push forward. Lift

the cover to expose the two plug-in ports, as shown below:

4 1: Getting Started

 



 

 

I
v
e
:

0

A

  
   
 

© Select either empty port for the card, and position the card just outside the

slot. (HP 48GX users will find that placing the card in Port 1 gives optimal

performance.) Point the triangular arrow on the card toward the HP 48 port

opening, as shown below:

 

 
 00   

  

 

PocketProfessional
Software for the HP 48GX

   © 32K/128K ONLY

o   
 

® Slide the card firmly into the slot. After you first feel resistance, push the

card about 5-6 mm (about 1/4 inch) further, untilit is fully seated.

© Replace the port cover. Press to turn the HP 48 on.

Removing a Card

To remove a card, follow these steps:

© Press to turn the HP 48 off. Do not turn it on until you have com-
pleted the removal procedure.

® Remove the port cover. Press against the grip lines and push forward. Lift

the cover to expose the two plug-in ports, as shown above.

1: Getting Started 5



© Press against the card’s grip and slide the card out ofthe port, as shown:

0

 

 

 

  
Replace the port cover. Press to turn the HP 48 on.

 

Starting Math<Pro

To start MathePro, follow these steps:

0

6

Install the card as described above and press to turn the HP 48 on.

HP 48GX users: Press to display the available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display the available libraries.

Find and press to display the MathePro library menu.

 

HOME }
 

  

L
7
3
2
1
MATH [HREOUT] CHO:[50MACONEACOT

 

Press to start MathePro, or press to display product infor-
mation and the current revision of MathePro. The other menu keys in the

MathePro library menu are covered in Chapter 31, “Programmable

Commands.”
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Using the Home Screen

The home screen appears when you start MathePro.

CURTIN

REFERENCE

HEOUT[ WIE| FINDOPT:PHTHUIT

 

The home screen lists the three major sections of MathePro: Analysis,

Equations, and Reference. A section is selected by moving the highlight bar up

or down ([a] or [¥]) to the desired section and pressing or [>].

To move back to a previous screen at any time, press or IIVZEE. To return

to the home screen at any time, press or III.

Displays product information and current revision of MathePro.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. This is usefulif the

screen is displayed in the large font and the item scrolls off the right

side ofthe screen with “...”(an ellipsis) displayed.

Searches for the specified character or string. To perform a search,

enter a letter or string ofletters of the desired word or sequence and

press ENTER]. only searches the current screen for a match.

Displays the options menu. See the next section, “Options Menu.”

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen. After pressing

this key, you will see the path listing in the title bar of the screen.

Press to place this path list on the stack.

Quits MathePro and returns to the HP 48 stack.

At screens other than the home screen, two new menu keys may appear:

Goes to the home screen.

Goesto the previous screen.
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Options Menu

The options menu helps you customize settings and is available throughout

MathePro. Pressing displays the following menu keys:

UNITS

HELP

FONT

dN

2H

REFERENCE

 

[ZP0:w [UNIT [HELP| FONT |EXIT

Changes the scrolling speed of the highlight bar. The bar on the right

shows the current level of speed: a tall bar indicates fast scrolling

speed, while a short bar indicates slow scrolling speed.

Toggles units on or off. When the block inside the key appears

(SINE), units are turned on.

Toggles display of help text on the bottom of the screen. When the

block inside the key appears (EISIM=E), help is turned on.

Toggles font size between large and small. The default setting is the

small font, which displays information in condensed, uppercase let-

ters only. The large font displays information in a larger, case-
sensitive font.

Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.

At the options menu, press to display the following additional menu keys:

VIEW

RURTILN

REFERENCE

[+=TE[VIEW[FIND [PRINT

 

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack. Pressing

this key prompts you for or INNNEN.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. This is useful if the

screen is displayed in the large font and the item scrolls off the right

side of the screen with “...” (an ellipsis) displayed.
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Searches for the specified character or string. To perform a search,

enter a letter or string ofletters of the desired word or sequence and

press ENTER]. only searches the current screen for a match.

EEE Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen. After pressing

this key, you will see the path listing in the title bar of the screen.

Press to place this path list on the stack.

Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.

Using the Find Option

To initiate a search, press to display the following screen:

PRG
{ HOME }

Search for:

 

+
[£3KIP[ZEIP#]€DEL[DELINEu|4-2TE] 

 

The HP 48 is now ready to search for the information entered at the command

line. The calculatoris already locked in Alpha entry mode, which activates the
capital letters printed to the lower right ofselected keys.

To perform a search, enter a letter or string of letters of the desired word or

sequence and press ENTER. The search function is not case-sensitive.

then searches the current screen for a match. To abort the search, press [on]. To

repeat the search, press the key again and the last search word will be

displayed. Press the key to renew the search.

 

Custom Settings Screen

The custom settings screen is displayed by pressing and is available

throughout MathePro.

 

 

    

 

E | : a E

UNITS: OFF
HELP: OM
FONT: SMALL

 

  

 

  

 

  CHOOSE ANGLE MEASURE
choos]||[CANiL]OK
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To change any ofthese settings, move the highlight bar to the desired item and

press or [2]. Then press to implement the changes, or to exit

the screen without changing the settings, press or [on].

Settings Descriptions

QZ: Angle measure: Press to select degrees, radians, or grads.

Determines how trigonometric/hyperbolic functions will interpret inputs.

( RESULT: Result mode: Press [OIiI®J8H to select symbolic or numeric.
Determines whether functions will return symbolic or numeric results.

QQ UNITS: Units: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether units are on or off for Equations and Reference.

HELP: Help text: Press [®EII6H to select on or off.

Determines whether context-sensitive help text is displayed on the screen.

(J FONT: Font size: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether screens use the large or small font to display items.

 

Memory Requirements

Approximately 5K bytes free memory is needed for optimal use of MathePro,

although complicated operations may require more memory. If MathePro

seems to be functioning incorrectly, low memory may be the cause. For more

information about free memory, see your HP 48 manual.
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Home Screen Key Summary

 

 

  
 

 

  

Key Action

Displays product information and current revision.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Searches for the specified character or string.

Displays the options menu.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Quits MathPro and returns to the HP 48 stack.

Goes to the home screen.

Goes to the previous screen.

Key Action

or Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or (m][¥] Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom ofscreen.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goes to the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section.

or Goesto the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

Goes to the custom settings screen.

[Elles] or Goesto the first or second page of the options menu.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Options Menu Key Summary
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Changes the scrolling speed of the highlight bar.

Toggles units on or off.

Toggles display of help text at the bottom of the screen.

Toggles font size between large and small.

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Searches for the specified character or string.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Leaves the options menu.
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Chapter 2

Analysis Tutorial

MathePro is divided into three major sections: Analysis, Equations, and

Reference. This chapter addresses the Analysis section, which includes analysis

routines covering algebraic functions, arithmetic functions, curve fitting func-

tions, hyperbolic functions, integration functions, special functions and trigo-

nometric functions.

The analysis routines are indispensable tools for performing quick calculations.

You can find roots of a polynomial, determine the prime factors of a number, fit
points to a curve, calculate hyperbolic or trigonometric functions, approximate

definite integrals—all with context-sensitive help.

This chapter is a tutorial designed to introduce you to the analysis routines,

show you the keys available at each screen, and provide numerous examples to

help you learn to efficiently use the analysis routines.

This chapter covers:

Finding Analysis

Analysis Screens

Options Menu
Custom Settings Screen

Analysis Screen Key Summary

Options Menu Key Summaryc
o
o

o
o
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Finding Analysis

The Analysis section is found at the home screen of MathePro. To get there,

first install MathePro as described in Chapter 1, “Getting Started.” Then, to

start MathPro:

0 HP 48GX users: Press [=] [Lew] NEE.

0 HP 48SX users: Press DINE.

ry
LH

REFERENCE

 

HEDUT] VIEWFIND[OPTSPATHiT

This is the home screen. To return here at any time, press or [==].

Movethe highlight bar to Analysis and press or to selectthat section.

 

Analysis Screens

MathePro is structured with screens to choose a specific topic or item. The
screen now displays Analysis asits title, and lists selections, as shown in the

screen below. Pressing or selects the category of your choice.

Pressing or returns you to the previous screen, or returns

you to the home screen.

    

  

  

25s ANALYS15 5888

 

   
  

F

INTEGRATION FUNCTIONS
» H 3 | LJ

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION:

[HOME [WIE |FIND[OPTS[PHTH]UP |

 

Example: Calculate a trigonometricfunction. What is the cosecant of 45°?

The answer can be found in the Trigonometric Functions section. Move the

highlight bar to Trigonometric Functions and press or [>].
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$5558 TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS $8588
fH: 45  
   TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION VALLE
[#5TR[WEW] [OPTE][SOLVE

 

   

The X field is an editfield, so type 45 and press to enter 45° as the value
of X. The highlight bar will automatically move to the next field. (Note: Press

if you need to set the angle measurement to degrees.)

The FUNC field is a choosefield, so press to display a list of the possi-

ble choices for the field. Scroll down to CSC and press or to se-

lect cosecant as the function to use. (Instead of pressing [@IEI®J8N, you can also

press to toggle through all the possible choices.)

The RESULTfield is a resultfield and will contain the result of the analysis

routine. Press to perform the calculation, and the result 1.41421356237

will appear in the RESULT field.

Field Types

Analysis screens use three basic types offields.

When the highlight bar has selected a particular field type, the menu keys will

changeto reflect operations specific to that type offield, as described below.

and are always present, regardless ofthe field type.

QO Edit Fields: These fields accept values entered from the keyboard. In the

above example, the X field is an example of an edit field.

Edit field menu: ISIRE, SIFNEY, FRE, EWGISOLVER

Q Choose Fields: These fields accept one of a pre-defined list of possible

choices. In the above example, the FUNC field is an example of a choose

field.

Choose field menu: [eIEIeIelS, and HeIWYS.

0 Result Fields: These fields display the result of a calculation. In the above

example, the RESULT field is an example of a result field. (Note: A result

field is often labeled RESULT, but not always.)

Result field menu: ESTE, WAKE, KSEE and SOIRYS.
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Analysis Screen Menu Keys

These are descriptions of the various menu keys available at an Analysis screen:

OPTS

Sei

EDIT

STACK

TYPES

ARS

(All fields) Displays the options menu. For more information, see

“Options Menu.”

(All fields) Performs a calculation using the displayed values. The

result is displayed in the result field.

(Edit fields only) Edits the highlighted item for an edit field. Press

to save edit changes or to cancelediting.

(Editfields only) Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and

temporarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment. While at the stack,

you can use all the normal built-in functions of your HP 48 to ma-

nipulate or change the copied item. When you have finished editing

the item, press to leave the stack and insert the edited item

into the current edit field, or press to leave the stack without

changing the value ofthe current edit field.

(Edit fields only) Displays the allowed object types for an edit field.

Press to return to the analysis screen, or scroll down to a type

and press or to start a new item ofthat type and insert

the appropriate delimiters for that type on the command line.

(Choosefields only) Displays the possible choices for a choose field.

Highlight the desired value and press or INCI:@M, or press

to abort the selection.

(Result fields only) Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP

48 stack. For more information, see “Options Menu.”

(Result fields only) Displays the highlighted item in a text view. For

more information, see “Options Menu.”

 

Options Menu

The options menu helps you customize settings and is available throughout

MathePro. Pressing displays the following menu keys:
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EIN

FONT

EXIT

 

idfFIGONDMETRIC FUNCTIONS $5888

ere

 

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION VALLE
[PO:m UNITE [HELPS[FONT|EXIT

    

Changesthe scrolling speed ofthe highlight bar. The bar on the right

shows the current level of speed: a tall bar indicates fast scrolling

speed, while a short bar indicates slow scrolling speed.

Toggles units on or off. When the block inside the key appears

(MINER), units are turned on.

Toggles display of help text on the bottom of the screen. When the

block inside the key appears (EI=IN=E), help is turned on.

Toggles font size between large and small. The large fontis case-

sensitive, while the small font contains condensed, uppercase letters.

Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.

At the options menu, press to display the following additional menu keys:

ElTK]

VIEW

Ss)

PRINT

 

  
HEE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS S58

#: 45

 

TRIGONGMETRIC FUNCTION VALUE
[#:Tk[MEW[FIND[PRINT]PATH]EXIT

 
   

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack. Pressing

this key prompts you for or INN.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. This is useful if the

screen is displayed in the large font and the item scrolls off the right

side of the screen with “...” (an ellipsis) displayed. Press or

to display the highlighted item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character orstring. only searches

the current screen for a match.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.
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Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen. After pressing

this key, you will see the path listing in the title bar of the screen.

Press to place this path list on the stack.

dll Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.

 

Custom Settings Screen

The custom settings screen is displayed by pressing and is available

throughout MathsPro.

 

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
351350

RK LT:

UNITS: OFF
HELP: ON
FOMT: SMALL

   
CHOOSE ANGLE MEASURE
Hoos]||JeANCL]OK

To change any of these settings, move the highlight bar to the desired item and

press [GIE[eI8H or [/-]. Then press to implement the changes, orto exit

the screen without changing the settings, press or [on].

Settings Descriptions

QZ: Angle measure: Press [OiI8I8H to select degrees, radians, or grads.

Determines how trigonometric/hyperbolic functions will interpret inputs.

OQ RESULT: Result mode: Press to select symbolic or numeric.

Determines whether functions will return symbolic or numeric results.

a UNITS: Units: Press [oIi[eI6H to select on or off.

Determines whether units are on or off for Equations and Reference.

a HELP: Help text: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether context-sensitive help text is displayed on the screen.

FONT: Font size: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether screens use the large or small font to display items.
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Analysis Screen Key Summary
 

Key Action
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OPTS Displays the options menu.

Performs a calculation using the displayed values.

Edits the highlighted item for an edit field.

Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and tempo-

rarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment.

Displays the allowed object types for an edit field.

Displays the possible choices for a choose field.

ERE Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

VIEW Displays the highlighted item in a text view. Press or
to show the item in a graphics view.
 

 

 

  

Key Action

or Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

(P](a] or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goesto the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section (for a screen).

Edits the highlighted item (for an edit field).

Displays the possible choices (for a choose field).

Copies item(s) shown to the stack (for a result field).

or Goesto the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

CST Goes to the custom settings screen.

or Goes to the first or second page of the options menu.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.   
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Options Menu Key Summary
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Changesthe scrolling speed ofthe highlight bar.

Toggles units on or off.

Toggles display of help text at the bottom of the screen.

Toggles font size between large and small.

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. Press or

to show the item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character orstring.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Leaves the options menu.
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Chapter 3

Algebraic Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Algebraic Functions:

Delta Function

Partial Fraction Expansion

Piecewise Functions

Polynomial Coefficients

Polynomial Equation

Polynomial Roots

Symbolic Simplification

Taylor PolynomialL
c
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

 

Finding Algebraic Functions

To find Algebraic Functions, install MathePro and do the following:

©
0
0
0
0

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Analysis and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Algebraic Functions and press or [>].

 

#5 ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS
NECN

MIAL ROOTS
SIMPLIFICATIONC

TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL
[HOME]VIEWFIND[OPTS[PATH]UP

 

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Delta Function

The delta function 8(F,G) compares two expressions and returns a 0 if they are

different and a 1 if they are the same. When algebraic expressions are used in
symbolic results mode, the == sign may appear in the result if the expressions

cannot be completely evaluated.

   

 

 

3 DELTA FUNCTION 32
: REE

 

  

  

  

 
BELT FINCTIN iF EHFRESSING

CEIETS
  

 

Example: Compare the expressions 2V3 and V12. Type 2 3 and 12
for the two expressions. (Note: Press if you need to set the results mode to
numeric.) Press SJOIMYE. The result is 1, which means they are the same.

Field Descriptions

QQ EXPR: Expression: Real number, complex number, global name, algebraic

or unit.

Od EXPR: Expression: Real number, complex number, global name, algebraic
or unit.

Q RESULT: Deltafunction: 0 or 1. If algebraic expressions are used, the

result may be an algebraic expression of the form 'exprl==expr2'.

 

Partial Fraction Expansion

The partial fraction expansion function separates a rational function of the form |

f(x)/g(x) by splitting it into a sum offractions with simpler denominators.

Example: Coefficientsformat. What is the partial fraction expansion of the

2x +3
rational function5?

x +2x“ +x

Type the coefficients [ 2 3 ] for the numerator and [ 1 2 1 0 ] for the denomina-

tor. Press OIE. The result is shown below:
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BRE PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION SE
NUMER: [ 2 3 ]
DENOM: [1 3 1 0]
RESULT: '3/H+i-1/1H+10"

      
     
 

  

[atLhTH

BARTIAL FRACTION EXAANSION
[#5Th[WEW] [o0PTz][SOLVE]

    

Example: Rootsformat. Whatis the partial fraction expansion ofthe rational
. x+4

function——7
x(x=2)x+5)

Move the highlight bar to the INPUTSfield and press to select roots as the

input type instead of coefficients. Type the roots [ -4 ] for the numerator and

[ 02-5] for the denominator. Press SJoIMYId. The result is shown below:

 

HE PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION $58
NUMER: [ -Y4 1
DENOM: [ 0 3 -5 ]

. wv

AE XESCENT

PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION
[#:TR[VIEW][OPTS][SOLVE]

 

Move the highlight bar to the RESULTfield and press or to
display the equation in a graphics view.

 

|Ae 42857143_.H265
A ne BED

RESULT €%   
Press and to scroll the equation.

Field Descriptions

QO NUMER: Numerator coefficients or roots: Real [ 1 2 ] or complex

[ (1,1) (2,2) ] array.

@ DENOM: Denominator coefficients or roots: Real [ 1 2 ] or complex

[ (1,1) (2,2) ] array.

Qa INPUTS: Form ofnumerator and denominator: Press to select

Coefficients or Roots. Determines whether NUMER and DENOM are in-

terpreted as coefficients or roots.
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Q RESULT: Partialfraction expansion: Algebraic.

 

Piecewise Functions

Piecewise functions take on different functional forms (expressions) over differ-

ent regions of the independent variable:

expression; region;
r=

expression, region,

The HP 48 can manipulate and plot piecewise functions if they are entered in

the IFTE (If-Then-Else) format:

f(x) = IFTE(region;, expression, expression,)

MathePro enables you to easily enter a piecewise function as one or more terms,

where each term is specified by two fields: one for the expression (EXPR) and

the other for the corresponding region (REGION). Then, MathePro will gener-

ate the appropriate IFTE representation of the piecewise function.

Entry Rules

© Use ==in place of =. The HP 48 uses the = operator only for assigning

variables, while the == command is used to check for equality. Therefore,

the region X=0 should be entered as 'X==0'. The most common operators

used in regions are found in the TEST menu: IEEE, HEI, BEI,

EE and IESE.

® To make a section of a piecewise function undefined, enter Undefined as

the expression for the term, along with the corresponding region. An

Undefined term will automatically be appended to complete all one-term
piecewise functions. (Note: Undefined is simply a global name that

presumably does not exist in user memory and will therefore remain

unevaluated when plotting.)

© Alwaysspecify terms in the function in order of increasing regions. For

example, specify the term for the region X<-3 before the term for the re-

gion X<3. This is because the HP 48 will not properly evaluate expression

like '-3<X<3', so this region must be entered as 'X<3'. However, this would

incorrectly imply that the corresponding expression should be used for all

values of X<3, so you must have first entered a term for the region X<-3.
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® For regions like X = 2,3 the entry must be split into two separate terms

because the HP 48 will not recognize an expression like 'X==23'".

Therefore, enter the same expression twice, for two different regions:

'X==2'and 'X==3".

sin(x)/x x#0

1 x=0

This will require two terms. The first term consists of the expression 'SIN(X)/X'

and the region 'X#0'. Enter these into the EXPR and REGION fields. The key

sequence for typing in 'X#0' is: X 0 ENTER.

Example: Define the piecewise function f(x)=

The second term consists of the expression 1 and the region "X==0'. Press

to create new EXPR and REGIONfields for this term and enter the

values as shown.

Press FYOIMYI= to get the result:

 

      ‘PIECEWISE FUNCTION
[#5TE[WEWROD[OPT] [Z0LVE

3x+2  x<-3

Example: Define the piecewise function: f(x)=4{2x+7 -3<x<2

Tx —2 x>2

This will require three terms. The first term consists of the expression '3*X+2'

and the region 'X<-3'. Enter this information into the fields for expression and

region.

The second term consists of the expression '2*X+7' and the region 'X<2'. Press

to create new EXPR and REGION fields for this term and enter the

values as shown.

The third term consists of the expression '7*X-2' and the region 'X>2'. Press

to create new EXPR and REGION fields for this term and enter the

values as shown.

Press to get the result:
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3 PIECEWISE FUNCTIONS
REGION: '#<-3'
E4PR: ‘Xie?’
REGION: '#<@'
EXPR: 'Pxii-g'

LIN:

RESULT: 'IFTENH<-3. TEL
FIECENISE FUNCTION sssssssscssnsnssnssnnsnsnnnnn

a HEE

  

  

     
  

 

 

Field Descriptions

Q EXPR: Expression: Real number, complex number, global name, algebraic

or unit.

REGION: Region ofvalidity: Real number, global name or algebraic.

(J RESULT: Piecewisefunction: Algebraic.

 

Polynomial Coefficients

The polynomial coefficients function takes the roots (real or complex) of a

polynomial and returns the coefficients (real or complex) of the polynomial.

 

$558 POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 358585

 
"CHEFFICIENTS TAN Wr R071
[#:Tk]VIEW][OPTS][SOLVE]

 

Example: What are the coefficients of the polynomial that has the roots 4, 5,

and 6? (What equation results when (x-4), (x-5), and (x-6) are multiplied?)

Type in [4 5 6 ] for the roots. Press SJoIMYIS. The resultis [ 1-15 74-120],

which meansthe polynomialis x> — 15x2 + 74x 120.

Field Descriptions

Qa ROOTS: Polynomial roots: Real [ 1 2 ] or complex [ (1,1) (2,2) ] array.

Q RESULT: Polynomial coefficients: Real or complex array.

Notes

Round-offerror limits the accuracy of coefficients returned by the polynomial

coefficients function, so the coefficients are automatically rounded to 8 digit

accuracy.
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Polynomial Equation

The polynomial equation function takes the coefficients (real or complex) of a

polynomial and returns the polynomial as an algebraic expression. The coeffi-

cients must be entered in descending order,as in: [ AN ... A2 A1 AO ], which

represents the equation 'AN*X"N+ ... +A2*X"2 +A1*X +A0'.

  
 

  POLYNOMIAL EQUATION
COEFS: [ 4 5 6 1
ATRAER IES
   
   

  BLVHGHIAL “EGiliTidN
C512ETT

 

  

  

Example: The coefficients (in descending order) of an equation are 4, 5, and 6.

Enter [ 4 5 6 ] as the coefficients. Press EIOIMYE. The result is '4*X"2+5*X+6'.

Field Descriptions

QQ COEFS: Polynomial coefficients: Real [ 1 2 ] or complex array [ (1,1) ].

a VAR: Variable: Global name.

QQ RESULT: Polynomial equation: algebraic.

 

Polynomial Roots

The polynomial roots function takes the coefficients (real or complex) of a

polynomial and returns the roots of that polynomial.

   
  

 

 

POLYNOMIAL ROOTS

 
POLYNOMIAL ROOTS
[#sTk[WEW][ops] [s0LvEl

 

  

Example: What are the roots of the polynomial x}-9=0? Typein[ 10-9 ]in

COEFS. Press oIMYd. The result is [ -3 3 ], which means the polynomial has

the two roots 3 and -3.
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Field Descriptions

QQ COEFS: Polynomial coefficients: Real [ 1 2 ] or complex array [ (1,1) ].

QQ RESULT: Polynomial roots: Real or complex array.

Notes

Round-offerror limits the accuracy of roots returned by the polynomial roots

function,so the roots are automatically rounded to 8 digit accuracy. To im-
prove the accuracy ofa particular root, use the built-in HP 48 solver to solve the

original polynomial equation for 'X', using the value of the desired root returned

by the polynomial roots function as a guess.

The polynomial roots function is based on a routine developed by Wayne Scott,

using the Bairstow algorithm for finding quadratic factors.

 

Symbolic Simplification

The symbolic simplification function returns the simplified form of an expres-

sion.

 

aSYMEDLIC SHIELIEATION a
i+

XEHie Llrf=LerHL

  
   

 

SIHPLIFIED EXPRESSION
Ee02Er
 

Example: Simplify the expression (x +1)? +(x — 5). Enter '(X+1)"2+(X-5)"3'

as the expression. Press IOWA. The result is x° —14x% + 77x — 124.

Field Descriptions

QQ EXPR: Expression: Real number, complex number, global name or alge-

braic.

Q RESULT: Simplified expression: Real number, complex number, global

name, or algebraic.
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Taylor Polynomial

The Taylor polynomial function computes the Taylor polynomial of a function

to the specified order about a given point.

x TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL
'SINCR)

YAR:
ORDER: 2
0INT:

FEZULT: '.90u929-426B26-.416146..,

 

TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL ABOUT POINT
#5TE[WEW]| |OPTE|[SOLVE

 

Example: What is the 2nd-order Taylor polynomial of 'SIN(X)' about the point

x=2? Enter 'SIN(X)' for the expression, X for the variable, 2 for the order and 2

for the point. (Note: Press if you need to set the angle measure to radians.)

Press SIOIMYE. Press to display the result in a text view:

  TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL

Result: '.989297426826
=. 416146836547*(X-2)-.
454648713413%(X-2)"2"

TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL ABOUT POINT

PRESS ANY KEY..  
Field Descriptions

OQ EXPR: Expression: Global name or algebraic.

QQ VAR: Variable: Global name.

OQ ORDER: Order of Taylor polynomial: Real number.

Q POINT: Point about which to expand: Real number, complex number or

global name.

OQ RESULT: Taylor polynomial: Algebraic.
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Chapter 4

Arithmetic Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Arithmetic Functions:

Closest Fraction

Greatest Common Divisor

Least Common Multiple

Logarithm, Any Base

Nth Roots of a Number

Prime Factorization

Reduce Fractiono
o
o
o
o
o

 

Finding Arithmetic Functions

To find Arithmetic Functions, install MathePro and do the following:

e
0
0
0

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Analysis and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Arithmetic Functions and press or [>].

 

ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS 22
EXT FRACTION

H IM D
[1]

D A kA []

AST COMMON MULTIPLE
GARITHM. ANY BAS
TH ROOTS: OF A MUMEER
IME FACTORIZATION
DUCE FRACTION

HOME VIEWFINDOPT:PATH]UP

 

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Closest Fraction

The closest fraction function converts a rational or irrational expression to the

closest fraction equivalent given a maximum denominator.

CLOSEST FRACTION
[#5TRIVIEW][OPTS][SOLVE]

 

Example: Whatis the closest fraction to .813 with a maximum denominator of

50? Type in .813 for X and 50 for the denominator. Press SJoIMYId. The result

is '13/16'.

Field Descriptions

QQ X: Value: Real number, complex number, list, global name, algebraic or

unit.

OQ DENOM: Maximum denominator: Integer greater than zero, global name
or algebraic.

RESULT: Closestfraction: Algebraic.

Notes

The closest fraction function is based on a routine developed by Joseph Horn.

 

Greatest Common Divisor

The greatest common divisor function produces the greatest common divisor of

two integers.

 

$0GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR 58
INT: 120

 

 

EETITNITTIET
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Example: What is the greatest common divisor of 120 and 9? Type in 120 for

the first integer and 9 for the second. Press eIMVE.

Field Descriptions

QQ INT: Value: Integer, global name or algebraic.

( INT: Value: Integer, global name or algebraic.

(Q RESULT: Greatest common divisor: Integer.

 

Least Common Multiple

The least common multiple function produces the least common multiple of two

integers.

 

SSE LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE SEE
INT: 120

 
LEHSTEdRRitiN-HlLTIFLE
[#:Tk[WEW] [oOPT:][SOLVE]

 

Example: Whatis the least common multiple of 20 and 9? Type in 120 for

the first integer and 9 for the second. Press B

Field Descriptions

Q INT: Value: Integer # 0, global name or algebraic.

QQ INT: Value: Integer # 0, global name or algebraic.

(Q RESULT: Least common multiple: Integer.

 

Logarithm, Any Base

The logarithm (any base) function produces the logarithm of a function to any

specified base: logp45k (EXPR)= RESULT .
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LOGARITHM, ANY BASE
EXPR: 102Y

LOGARTTHIM Ti BASE
ESTATEITEIET

 

   

Example: What is the logarithm of 1024 in base 2? Type in 1024 for the ex-
pression and 2 for the base. Press SJoIM¥IS. The result is 10, which means

219 = 1024.

Field Descriptions

QO EXPR: Expression: Real number, complex number, global name or alge-

braic.

QQ BASE: Base: Real number, complex number, global name or algebraic.

OQ RESULT: Logarithm in specified base: Real number, complex number or

algebraic.

 

Nth Roots of a Number

The nth roots of a number function produces the » nth roots of a real or complex

number. An nth root of a numberis a root which, when raised to the nth power,

returns the original number: an #th root = x" The nth roots will be returned as
a list of n items.

 

HEE NTH ROOTS OF A NUMBER $5588
ur 1g  
AEREECEEES    

 

  
 

  

  
‘NTH ROOTS OF NUMEER
[#5TE]WIEW] |OPTE[[SOLVE]

Example: What are the four 4th roots of 16? (What are the four numbers,

which when raised to the 4th power, return 16?) Type in 16 for X and 4 for N.

Press SYOIMYE. The results are { (2,0) (0,2) (-2,0) (0,-2) }, which means that

24 =2i =2%=-2i* =16.

Field Descriptions

Q X: Value: Real number or complex number.
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(dN: Value: Integer greater than zero.

d RESULT: N nth roots ofX: List.

Notes

Round-off error limits the accuracy of roots returned by the nth roots function,

so the roots are automatically rounded to 10 digit accuracy.

 

Prime Factorization

The prime factorization function returns the prime factors of an integer,in a list.

The number 1 is not considered a prime factor.

 

PRIME FACTORIZATION   

 

SEssuEssEsIsEIsNIINss SESE NIsEETEEsEsERIIRIAsESERsRRREEERTEROREESE

PRIME FACTORS
[#sTR[WEW][OPT] [OLuE]

 

 

Example: Whatare the prime factors of 120? Type in 120 as the integer. Press

eJmYa. The results are { 2223 5 }, which means that 2x2 x 2 x 3 x 5 = 120.

Field Descriptions

d INT: Integer: Integer greater than zero.

Q RESULT: Primefactorization: List.

 

Reduce Fraction

The reduce fraction function reduces a fraction numerator and denominator to

lowest terms.

% REDUCE FRACTION 335
: 336

REDUCED MUMERATIR
[#:TR|VIEW][OPT:][SOLVE
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Example: Reduce 336 /1728. Type in 336 for the numerator and 1728 for the

denominator. Press SJeIMYE. The results are 7 and 36, which means that

336/1728 reduces to 7/36.

Field Descriptions

NUMER: Numerator: Integer.

OQ DENOM: Denominator: Integer # 0.

Od REDUCED NUM: Reduced numerator: Integer.

Od REDUCED DEN: Reduced denominator: Integer.
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Chapter 5

Curve Fitting Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Curve Fitting Functions:

Polynomial Interpolation

 Point-Slope Fit

Q Cubic Spline Fit

 

Finding Curve Fitting Functions

To find Curve Fitting Functions, install MathsPro and do the following:

e
0
0
0

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.
Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Movethe highlight bar to Analysis and press or >].
Move the highlight bar to Curve Fitting Functions and press or >].

 

x2 CURVE FITTING FUNCTIONS
LYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION

hl 1BAT

CUBIC SPLINE FIT

 

[HOME]VIEWFINDOPT:[PATH]UP

Movethe highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>=].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Polynomial Interpolation

The polynomial interpolation function produces the coefficients of a polynomial

which connects an arbitrarily large number of input points. The order of the

polynomial produced may be as high as one less than the total number of input

points. There must be at least two input points, but there is no upper limit on

the number of points. The points are entered as a complex array.

 

$5552 POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION S885

 

   

 

COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL
[#:TH[VIEW]PICT[OPTS][SOLVE]

 

   

Example: Whatis the polynomial which connects the points: (0,1), (2,3), and
(3,7)? Enter the complex array [ (0,1) (2,3) (3,7) ] for the points. Press

[SeImva. The resultis[ 1-1 1], which means the polynomial is x? — x +1.

Field Descriptions

Q PTS: Points: Complex [ (1,1) (2,2) ] array.

Q RESULT: Coefficients ofinterpolating polynomial: Real [ 1 2 ] or complex

[(1,1) 2,2) array.

Notes

Round-off error limits the accuracy of coefficients returned by the polynomial

interpolation function, so the coefficients are automatically rounded to 10 digit

accuracy.

The polynomialinterpolation function is based on an algorithm in Press,

Flannery, Teukolsky, and Vetterling, Numerical Recipes in C, Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge, 1989, §3.5.
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Point-Slope Fit

The point-slope fit function produces the coefficients of a linear function whose

graph passes through a given point on a line with a given slope at that point.

  
 

 

POINT-5LOPE FIT
POINT: (3.5)    

SESEEEN IEEE IEEEIEEEsaIsEIEEIsEsIRISRTIREESRRRIIRIRS

COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR FiT
ESTETEITEIET   

Example: Whatis the equation ofthe line that passes through the point (3,5)

with a slope of 2? Enter (3,5) for the point and 2 for the slope. Press SeIMvE.

The result is [ 2 -1 ], which means the line is 2x —1.

Field Descriptions

Q POINT: Point on line: Complex number.

SLOPE: Slope at point. Real number.

OQ RESULT: Coefficients oflinearfit. Real [ 1 2 ] array.

 

Cubic Spline Fit

The cubic spline fit function produces the coefficients of a cubic function (also

known as a cubic spline) whose graph passes through two given points with

given slopes at those points.

 

ss CUBIC SPLINE FIT 3
J

COEFFICIENTS TAI Hd Ri HE
EEATNIITIET

 

Example: What cubic equation passes through the point (-2,-20) with slope 30

and the point (2,20) with slope 6? Enter (-2,-20) as the first point, 30 as the first

slope, (2,20) as the second point and 6 as the second slope. Press Jel. The

result is [ 1 -3 6 12 ], which means the cubic equation passing through those

points with those slopes is x> — 3x2 + 6x +12.
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Field Descriptions

Q POINT: First point: Complex number.

QQ SLOPE: Slope atfirst point. Real number.

POINT: Secondpoint. Complex number.

SLOPE: Slope at secondpoint. Real number.

OL
oO
o

0

RESULT: Coefficients ofcubicfit: Real [ 1 2 ] array.
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Chapter 6

Hyperbolic Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Hyperbolic Functions:

Hyperbolic Sine

Hyperbolic Cosine
Hyperbolic Tangent

Hyperbolic Cotangent

Hyperbolic Secant

Hyperbolic Cosecant

Inverse Hyperbolic Sine

Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine

Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent

Inverse Hyperbolic Cotangent

Inverse Hyperbolic Secant

Inverse Hyperbolic CosecantL
o
o

o
o
o
o
0
d
o
o

 

Finding Hyperbolic Functions

To find Hyperbolic Functions, install MathePro and do the following:

0

©
0
0
0
0

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Movethe highlight bar to Analysis and press or [>].

Movethe highlight bar to Hyperbolic Functions and press or [>].

22% HYPEREOLIC FUNCTIONS =

INC:
RESULT:

pik] [OPTS[TvPEZ[SOLVE]
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Hyperbolic Functions

This section covers the hyperbolic functions and their inverses: SINH, COSH,

TANH, COTH, SECH, CSCH, ASINH, ACOSH, ATANH, ACOTH, ASECH,

and ACSCH.

 

HYPERBOLIC FUMCTIONZ  

[#:TR[VIEW][OPTS][SOLVE]

 

Example: What is the hyperbolic cotangent of 45°? Enter 45 for X and press

to select COTH. (Note: Press if you need to set the angle measure
to degrees.) Press SJoIMWIE. The result is 1.

Field Descriptions

Q X: Value: Real number, complex number, global name or algebraic.

QQ FUNC: Hyperbolicfunction: Press to select SINH, COSH, TANH,

COTH, SECH, CSCH, ASINH, ACOSH, ATANH, ACOTH, ASECH or

ACSCH. (Note: SINH, COSH, TANH, ASINH, ACOSH and ATANH are

built-in functions of the HP 48, while COTH, SECH, CSCH, ACOTH,

ASECH and ACSCH are new functions included in MathePro.)

QQ RESULT: Hyperbolicfunction value: Real number, complex number or

algebraic.
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Chapter 7

Integration Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Integration Functions:

Left Rectangles

Right Rectangles

Midpoint Rectangles

Trapezoidal Method

Simpson’s Rulec
o
o
o
o

 

Finding Integration Functions

To find Integration Functions, install MathePro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Analysis and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to Integration Functions and press or [>=].0
0
d

©

22 INTEGRATION FUNCTIONS 33

PART: 10
TECH: LEFT RECTANGLES
&: DEGREE? J

ENTER TART OF IMTERYAL

FI EREEEEEEEEE
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Integration Functions

The integration functions all approximate the definite integral of a function over

a specified closed interval and number ofpartitions. The left, right, and mid-

point rectangle functions are based on the Riemann lower, upper and midpoint
sums, while the trapezoidal method and Simpson’s rule are based on different

algorithms.

   

 

    

     

   

INTEGRATION FUMCTIOMNS 3558888885
TART: Q
ND: ‘m/2'
(X): 'SINCR)
ART: 10

[3

 

    
5
E
F
P

  
TSEIEFRITE

  

MEW]  JOPT:[ [OLvE

Example: Approximate the area under the curve sin(x) on the interval [0,7/2]

using Simpson’s rule with 10 partitions. Enter O for the start of the interval and

'n/2' for the end ofthe interval. Enter 'SIN(X)' for the function and 10 for the

number ofpartitions. Press to select Simpson’s Rule. (Note: Press

if you need to set the angle measure to radians.) Press SIOJMYE. The result is

1.00000339223.

Field Descriptions

START: Interval start: Real number, global name or algebraic.

END: Interval end: Real number, global name or algebraic.

OQ F(X): Function: Real number, global name or algebraic. If an algebraic,

the independent variable must be X.

QQ PART: Number ofpartitions: Integer. (Note: For Simpson’s rule, the

number of partitions must be an even integer.)

QQ TECH: Integration technique: Press to select Left Rectangles,

Right Rectangles, Midpoint Rectangles, Trapezoidal Method, or Simpson’s

Rule.

QQ RESULT: Integral approximation: Real number.
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Chapter 8

Special Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Special Functions:

Bessel Function

Beta Function

Error Function

Gamma FunctionO
o
o
o

 

Finding Special Functions

To find Special Functions,install MathPro and do the following:

©
0
0
0

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Analysis and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Special Functions and press or [>].

3% SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 2
TION:

b 0 1 hi

RROR FUNCTIONS
GAMMA FUNCTION

[HOME]BIEL FIND OPT:[PHTH]UP

 

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Bessel Functions

The Bessel functions compute the numerical values for the Bessel functions of

the first and second kind, J,,(X) and Y,,(X).

  
 

3% BESSEL FUNCTIONS  

  

  

ORDER: ©
REZULT: .51182/67125¢2

BESSEL FUNCTION VALLE
[#:Tk[WEW] [OPT:][SOLVE]

 

   

Example: Whatis the value of J(1.5)? Enter 1.5 for X, press to select

J, and enter 0 for the order. Press JoIMYIE. The result is .511827671252.

Field Descriptions

 X: Value: Real number, global name or algebraic.

FUNC: Besselfunction type: Press to select Jor Y.

a ORDER: Besselfunction order: Integer.

Qa RESULT: Besselfunction value: Real number.

Notes

The Bessel functions are based on algorithms in Press, William H., et al.,

Numerical Recipes in C, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989, §6.4.

 

Beta Function

The beta function computes the numerical value for a beta function of two real

arguments. The definition of the beta function is:

1

B(x,y)= [ra—0dr x>0y>0
0

The beta function relates to the classical gamma function as follows:

_T)Ir'Qy)
B(x,y)= (x+y)
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BETA FUNCTION
“H: 1.88

REZULT: .453954997063

 

[#:Th[WEW] [oOPT=][SOLVE]

 

Example: Whatis the value of B(1.25,1.6)? Enter 1.25 for X and 1.6 for Y.
Press JoIMYE. The result is .462954997062.

Field Descriptions

Q X: Value: Real number, global name or algebraic.

Q Y: Value: Real number, global name or algebraic.

OQ RESULT: Betafunction value: Real number.

 

Error Functions

The error functions compute the numerical values for the error function and

complementary error functions of one real argument. The definitions of the

error function and complementary error function are:

erf(x) = [eta erfe(x)=1—-erf(x) =[ea
0 x

    

  

 

   

2% ERROR FUNCTIONS

AHREEEET

 

  
‘ERROR FUNCTION VALLE
[#sTEIWMIEW] [oPTs| [#OLVE

Example: What is the value of erf(.25)? Enter .25 for X and press to

select ERF. Press JoIMYE. The result is .276326390168.

Field Descriptions

Q X: Value: Real number, global name or algebraic.

QQ FUNC: Errorfunction type: Press to select ERF or ERFC.
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QQ RESULT: Errorfunction value: Real number.

 

Gamma Function

This command computes the numerical value for a gamma function of one real

argument. The definition of the gamma function is:

The gamma function relates to the factorial function as follows:

Example: Whatis the value of I'(1.5)? Enter 1.5 for X and press EJeJM¥3. The

r(x)= [ear x>0
0

T(x +1)= x!
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|:=THFEEREF  

    

 

  

G
rd

     AMMA FONCTION VALUE
E

result is .886226925453.

Field Descriptions

QQ X: Value: Real number, global name or algebraic.

QQ RESULT: Gammafunction value: Real number.
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Chapter 9

Trigonometric Functions

This chapter covers the Analysis section on Trigonometric Functions:

Sine

Cosine

Tangent

Cotangent

Secant

Cosecant

Inverse Sine

Inverse Cosine

Inverse Tangent

Inverse Cotangent

Inverse Secant

Inverse CosecantL
l
l
d
o
d
o
o
o
d
o
o
o
o

 

Finding Trigonometric Functions

To find Trigonometric Functions, install MathePro and do the following:

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Analysis and press or >].

Move the highlight bar to Trigonometric Functions and press or [>=].©
0
0
0
0

 

zzzeeses TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 322s

11H

RESULT:

 

FUE ECEEEEEEEE
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Trigonometric Functions

This section covers the trigonometric functions and their inverses: SIN, COS,

TAN, COT, SEC, CSC, ASIN, ACOS, ATAN, ACOT, ASEC, and ACSC.

 

E588 TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS $3858
un: 45on

 

#sTEJ VIEW][OPTS][SOLVE]

Example: Whatis the cotangent of 45°? Enter 45 for X and press to

select COT. (Note: Press if you need to set the angle measure to degrees.)
Press SIoIMYE. The result is 1.

Field Descriptions

Q X: Value: Real number, complex number, global name or algebraic.

QQ FUNC: Trigonometricfunction: Press to select SIN, COS, TAN,

COT, SEC, CSC, ASIN, ACOS, ATAN, ACOT, ASEC or ACSC. (Note:

SIN, COS, TAN, ASIN, ACOS and ATAN are built-in functions of the HP

48, while COT, SEC, CSC, ACOT, ASEC and ACSC are new functions

included in MathePro.)

Q RESULT: Trigonometricfunction value: Real number, complex number or

algebraic.
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Equations
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Chapter 10

Equation Tutorial

MathePro is divided into three major sections: Analysis, Equations, and

Reference. This chapter addresses the Equations section, which includes an

equation library covering coordinate systems, circles, triangles, polygons, planar

bounded solids, cylinders and cones, sphericalfigures and analytic geometry.

The equation library is divided into three different screens: Equation, Plotter,
and Solver. The Equation screen displays a group ofrelated equations, which

can be selected for solving. The Plotter screen is designed for plotting any of

the equations in the equation library, one at a time. And the Solver screen is

where you enter and convert values and then solve for unknowns. A helpful

mathematical figure can be displayed from any ofthese three screens.

This chapteris a tutorial designed to introduce you to the equation library, show
you the keys available at each screen, and provide numerous examples to help
you learn to efficiently use the equation library.

This chapter covers:

Finding Equations

Equation Screens

Solver Screens

Plotter Screens

Options Menu

Custom Settings Screen

Equation Screen Key Summary

Solver Screen Key Summary

Plotter Screen Key Summary

Options Menu Key Summaryc
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Finding Equations

The Equations section is found at the home screen of MathePro. To get there,

first install MathePro as described in Chapter 1, “Getting Started.” Then, to

start MathePro:

OQ HP 48GX users: Press DINE.
HP 48SX users: Press NER.

 

 

REOUT] VIEWFIND[OPT[PATH2uiT

This is the home screen. To return here at any time,press or [=].

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or to select that section.

 

Equation Screens

The Equation screen displays a group ofrelated equations for solving. The

equations can be selected or viewed, and a picture can be displayed at any time.

This section covers:

Finding the Equation Screen

Displaying a Picture

Selecting Equations

Equation Screen Menu KeysL
o
o

o0

Finding the Equation Screen

MathePro is structured with screens to choose a specific topic or item. The

screen now displays Equations asits title, and lists selections, as shown in the

screen below. Pressing or selects the category of your choice.

Pressing =] or returns you to the previous screen, or returns

you to the home screen.
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3 555% EQUATIONS 3
AMALYTIC GEOMETRY
CIRCLES
CONRDIMATE SYSTEMS
CYLINDERS AND CONES

FIRE

TRIANGLES
MEREEEETIE

  

 

 
Example: Find the perimeter ofa parallelogram. What is the perimeter of a

parallelogram with an angle of 75°, a side of 6 ft, and an area of 120 yd2?

 

Area = 120_ydA2

o_ft

8 =75 

The answer can be found in the Parallelogram section, which is found in the

Polygons section. Move the highlight bar to Polygons and press or [>].

mh
TRAPEZOID
GEMERAL QUADRILATERAL
REGULAR POLYGOM:

   

    

 

 

 [HOME]VIEW [FIND[OPTS[PATH]UP |

 

=a3x+a%
PAdzp*2+E2-2
Gas
SR+0E=180.°

 

CHEJEGHE]PICT[OPTS[PLOTR[ZOLYV]

This is an Equation screen, which displays the six parallelogram equations.
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Displaying a Picture

Press to display the diagram ofa parallelogram.

aE B 8A
Q

al H A
P

8A 9B

 

 

  PRESS ANY KEY.
 

Press any key to return to the previous screen.

Selecting Equations

When solving a problem, one or more of the equations from the Equation screen

can be selected for use by the solver at the Solver screen. Sometimes you will

want to solve all of the equations together, but it may be the case that you will

be able to quickly select a single equation or a subset of the entire equation set

to speed up the solving operation. (Solving one or two equations is faster than

solving many equations.)

Example (cont.): Select the necessary equations. The values of side a, angle

0a, and area A are all known and the value of the perimeter per is wanted.

Which equations should be solved? Equation 3 is needed to find per given a
and b, but side b is unknown. So equation 1 is needed to find b given A and h,

but the altitude h is also unknown. So equation 2 is needed to find h given a

and Oa, both of which are known. Therefore, solving equations 1, 2, and 3 will

enable you to find per given a, 0a, and A.

To select equations 1, 2, and 3, press VCHK§
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Now that the needed equation have been selected, you are ready to go to the

Solver screen.
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Equation Screen Menu Keys

These are descriptions of the various menu keys available at an Equation screen:

Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation. Only checked equa-

tions will be solved (unless none are checked, in which case all will

be solved).

Displays the highlighted equation in a graphics view.

Displays a picture.

OANSE Displays the options menu. For more information, see “Options

Menu.”

0 — oO a Bs Goes to the Plotter screen. For more information, see “Plotter

Screens.”

Goes to the Solver screen. Solves only the checked equations (unless

none are checked, in which case all will be solved). For more infor-

mation, see “Solver Screens.”

 

Solver Screens

The Solver screen is where values for each of the equation variables are entered.

Variables can also be edited, copied to the stack, or converted to different units.

After all the known variables have been entered, you can solve for the values of

unknown variables.

This section covers:

Finding the Solver Screen

Entering Values and Solving (Units On)

Entering Values and Solving (Units Off)

Converting a Value

Solver Icons

Known Variables

Wanted Variables

No Solution Found

Resetting Variables

Using the Stack

Solver Screen Menu Keysc
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
d
d
o
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Finding the Solver Screen

The Solver screen is accessible from the Equation screen or the Plotter screen

by pressing FYOIM.

Example (cont.): Go to the Solver screen. Press to go to the Solver

screen.
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The variables per, a, b, h, 0a, and A are from the three selected equations.

The small font shows variables only in uppercase, which makes it difficult to

distinguish between side a and area A. Press to switch to the

large font, which is case-sensitive. Also, press to turn help text off so
that all six variables can be displayed at once in the large font.
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Press ISEd@lM to leave the options menu and return to the regular menu.

Entering Values and Solving (Units On)

When entering values into equation variables, the values are handled differently

by the solver if units are on or off. When units are turned on, the solver will

keep track of which units you enter with the variables and will automatically

perform unit conversions during solving. Calculated values of variables will be

returned in SI units or in other units you specify. Solving with units on takes

more time than solving with units off.

Example (cont.): Enter the known values. Recall that the three known vari-

ables are Oa is 75°, a is 6 ft, and A is 120 yd2. Before entering these values,

press to turn units on and then press to leave the op-

tions menu. Now enter the known variables:
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Move the highlight bar to a, type 6 and press to enter 6 ft.

Move the highlight bar to 0a, type 75 and press IEEE to enter 75°.

Move the highlight bar to A, type 120 and press to enter
120 yd=.

@
®
Q

The solid circles which appear next to a, 8a, and A indicate they are known.
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If you make a mistake or want to change the value of a variable, move the high-

light bar to the variable and press ISlBIEEM. The existing value will be placed on

the command line for editing. After you have finished editing the value, press

to change the value or to abort the change. Alternatively, to replace

the existing value of a variable, move the highlight bar to the variable, type in

the new value, and press or a unit menu key to complete the entry. Any

time you edit or change a variable, it will be marked as known.

You have now entered the known variables, so it is time to solve for the un-

known variables. Press SIoIMYE. The solver will scan through the selected

equations and select equation 2 to solve first, to find h. Then equation 1 will be
solved to find b. And finally, equation 3 will be solved to find per.

The shaded circles which appear next to per, b, and h indicate that solutions

were found for those variables.
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The answeris that the perimeter of the parallelogram is 117.256384724 m.

Entering Values and Solving (Units Off)

When units are turned off, the solver will not keep track of which units you

enter with the variables, and all variables will be displayed in SI units.

However, you can still enter values with non-SI units, and the values will auto-

matically be converted to SI units upon entry. Calculated values of variables
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will be returned in SI units. Solving with units off takes less time than solving

with units on because no unit conversions need to be performed.

Example: Find the perimeter ofanother parallelogram. Find the perimeter of a

parallelogram identical to the previous example, except with an area of 100 m2?

Solve this related problem with units off.

 

Area = 100_mA2

o6_ft

6 =75
 

Reset all the variables by pressing or and then IEYNEE.

 

=

a

ET [EThik]PICT[OPTS[CONY[SOLVE]

 

Recall that the three known variables are 0a is 75°, a is 6 ft, and A is 100 m2.

Before entering these values, to turn units off, press to display the custom

settings screen, move the highlight bar to Units, press to turn units off, and

press to change the setting. Now enter the known variables:

© Move the highlight bar to a, type 6 and press to enter 6 ft. Note

that the value which appears on the screen is 1.8288. This is because the

value 6 ft has been converted into the default SI unit for length: meters.

The unit m is not displayed by the value because units are off.

® Move the highlight bar to 0a, type 75 and press IEEE to enter 75°. The

value is converted to the SI unit for angles: radians. Note that when units

are off, the default unit for angles is always radians, regardless of the angle

measure setting of your HP 48.

® Move the highlight bar to A, type 100 and press or to enter
100 m2. The value appears as 100, becauseit is already in the default SI

unit for area: square meters.

The solid circles which appear next to a, 0a, and A indicate they are known.
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You have now entered the known variables, so it is time to solve for the un-

known variables. Press SIOIMYIE. The solver will again scan through and solve

equation 2, equation 1, and equation 3. The shaded circles which appear next to

per, b, and h indicate that exact solutions were found for those variables.

 

 

The answeris that the perimeter is 116.876779835 meters.

Converting a Value

Once a variable value has been entered, it can easily be converted to different

units. To do this, press FOIA. The available units for the highlighted variable

will be displayed as a menu (press for more menu keys, if appropriate).

Example (cont.): Convert the perimeterfrom meters to yards. Move the high-

light bar to per and press KeIWA. (Pressing will automatically turn

units on, because when units are off, values are always in SI units and therefore

cannot be converted.) Then press to convert the perimeter from

meters to yards.

   IETISTCTTIPE

The answeris that the perimeter is 127.818000694 yd.

If desired, perform unit conversion of other variables by moving the highlight

bar to the desired variable and selecting a unit from the menu. When you have

finished converting variables, press (or I=4EA, if appropriate) to

leave the convert menu and return to the regular menu.
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Solver Icons

Press to display the screen explaining the icons.
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Press any key to return to the previous screen. (For more information, see

Chapter 33, “Advanced Use of the Solver.”)

Known Variables

A solid circle (®) indicates a variable is known. The values of known variables

are never changed by the solver, because those variables are considered user-

defined. Every time you enter a value for a variable, the variable is automati-

cally marked as known. To remove the known icon from a variable, move the

highlight bar to the variable and press or [CZ], and the solid circle will

disappear, which means the variable is unknown (no longer known). Every
time you want to solve equations, you must pick some variables to be known

and enter values for them, so the solver can use the known variables to calculate

values for any unknown variables.

Wanted Variables

A check mark (v') indicates a variable is wanted. It is not necessary to mark the

desired variables(s) as wanted in order to calculate their values, because the

solver will calculate the values of all unknown variables (those with no icons) if

none are marked as wanted. The reason you might want to mark one or more

variables as wanted is if you want the solver to stop after it has found the values

of those wanted variables and not continue to calculate the values ofall remain-
ing unknown variables. If you are solving multiple equations with many vari-

ables and you only want the value of a specific variable,it is a good idea to

mark that variable as wanted by selecting it with the highlight bar and pressing

KIZXE#E. To remove a wanted icon from a variable, move the highlight bar to

the variable and press KIZXNEE.

The solver may still calculate the values of other unknown variables in addition

to those specifically marked as wanted, most likely becauseit is impossible to

calculate the value of the wanted variable(s) withoutfirst calculating the values

of other variables (In the two parallelogram examples, even if per had been
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marked as wanted, the solver would still have needed to solve for b and h,

because without values for them, it would be impossible to calculate per.)

No Solution Found

When the solver cannot find a solution, three kinds of messages can be dis-

played: no solution (extremum), no solution (bad guess) and no solution

(constant). The no solution (extremum) message is displayed when either the

solver found a point where the value of the equation approximates a local

minimum or maximum, or where the solver stopped searching at the largest

(MAXR) or smallest (-MAXR) range of numbers. The no solution (bad guess)

message is displayed when one or more ofthe initial guesses are outside the

domain of the equation. The no solution (constant) message is displayed when

the value of the equation is the same value at every point sampled. (For more

information, see Chapter 33, “Advanced Use of the Solver.”)

Resetting Variables

To reset the values of variables, press or and select or

WYNNE. This will clear the values ofthe selected variables at the Solver screen

and will also purge the selected variables from user memory, where they are

created by the solver each time you enter a value or press SOIR.

Using the Stack

There are two stack-related commands: IRENE, which copies one or all of the

variables shown to the HP 48 stack for later use without leaving the Solver

screen; and ERWA®IN, which copies the value ofthe highlighted variable to the

HP 48 stack for immediate use and temporarily goes to the HP 48 stack envi-

ronment.

Solver Screen Menu Keys

These are descriptions of the various menu keys available at the Solver screen:

Edits the highlighted variable. Press to save edit changes or

to cancel editing.

Copies the highlighted variable to the HP 48 stack and temporarily

goes to the HP 48 stack environment. While at the stack, you can use

all the normalbuilt-in functions of your HP 48 to manipulate or

change the copied value. When you have finished editing the value,
press to leave the stack and insert the edited value into the
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current variable, or press to leave the stack without changing

the value ofthe current variable.

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu. For more information, see “Options

Menu.”

Displays the convert menu for the highlighted variable. For more
information, see “Converting a Value.”

Solves the equation(s) using the displayed values. For more infor-

mation, see “Entering Values and Solving.”

Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as known. For more in-

formation, see “Known Variables.”

Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as wanted. For more

information, see “Wanted Variables.”

Resets one or all of the variables. For more information, see

“Resetting Variables.”

Displays the icons used to indicate variable status. For more infor-

mation, see Chapter 33, “Advanced Use of the Solver.”

Goes to the Plotter screen. For more information, see “Plotter

Screens.”

Goes to the Equation screen. For more information, see “Equation

Screens.”
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Plotter Screens

The Plotter screen is where any of the equations in the MathePro equation

library can be plotted. A variety of plot parameters can be specified. Also, the

HP 48 graphics environmentis available from the Plotter screen.

This section covers:

Finding the Plotter Screen

Selecting an Equation to Plot

Setting Extra Variables

Selecting the Independent Variable and Units

Setting the Horizontal Range

Selecting the Dependent Variable and Units

Setting the Vertical Range

Drawing the Plot

Field Types

Field Descriptions

Plotter Screen Menu Keyso
o
o

o
0
o
o
0
o
o
o
0
d
o
o
o

Finding the Plotter Screen

The Plotter screen is accessible from the Equation screen or the Solver screen

by pressing [NORE].

Example: Plot volume vs. radiusfor a cone. Use the plotter to find how the

volume ofa right circular cone varies as a function of the radius, using a cone

with height 10 m and varying the radius from 0 m to 5 m.

Press to return to the home screen. Then select Equations, Cylinders
and Cones, and Right Circular Cone, which will bring you to the Equation

screen for a right circular cone. Press to go to the Plotter screen.
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The small font can fit more information on the screen, so press

to switch to the small font. Press to turn help text on. (Also, be sure

units are on.)
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Press I=EdlM to leave the options menu and return to the regular menu.

Selecting an Equation to Plot

Thefirst step at the Plotter screen is to select an equation to plot. Selecting an

equation automatically sets default values for the independent and dependent

variables and units.

a The EQ field contains the equation to plot.

Example (cont.): Select the equation to plot volume vs. radius. Move the

highlight bar to the EQ field and press [@iIeJélS. Scroll down to the equation

V=1/3*n*R"2*H and press or to select that equation to plot.
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The independent variable defaults to the altitude, h, and the dependent variable

defaults to the volume, V.

Setting Extra Variables

In the equation to be plotted, the independent and dependent variables will vary,

but all other variables must have values, which will be unchanged by plotting.

Those values should be entered at the Solver screen.

Example (cont.): Enter the altitude. The equation to be plotted contains the

variables V, r and h. Ofthese, V and r will be the dependent and independent

variables, but a value still must be entered for h. Press to go to the

Solver screen. Move the highlight bar to h, type 10, and press to enter

10 m as the value of h.
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Press INONNz to return to the Plotter screen.

Selecting the Independent Variable and Units

The independent variable is what varies across the horizontal axis of the plot.

Changing the independent variable automatically resets the independent vari-

able units to the default SI unit for that variable.

( The INDERPfield contains the independent variable.

QQ The H-UNITS field contains the independent variable units, but is only

present if units are turned on.

Example (cont.): Sef radius as the independent variable. Move the highlight

bar to INDEP and press to toggle the value of the independent variable

to R, the radius. This will automatically set H-UNITS to meters, the SI unit for

R, the radius.

Setting the Horizontal Range

The horizontal range controls the minimum and maximum values ofthe inde-

pendent variable, which is plotted along the horizontal range.

Od The H-MIN field contains the horizontal minimum value.

(J The H-MAX field contains the horizontal maximum value.

Example (cont.): Vary the radiusfrom 0 to 5 m. Move the highlight bar to H-

MIN,type 0, and press to enter 0 as the value of H-MIN. Then type 5 and

press to enter 5 as the value of H-MAX.
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Unlike at the Solver screen,it is not necessary to enter units for H-MIN and H-

MAX, because units are specified by the H-UNITSfield for the horizontal axis.

Selecting the Dependent Variable and Units

The dependent variable is what varies along the vertical axis of the plot.

Changing the dependent variable automatically resets the dependent variable

units to the default SI unit for that variable.

d The DEPNDfield contains the dependent variable.

(A The V-UNITSfield contains the dependent variable units, but is only pre-

sent if units are turned on.

Example (cont.): Sef volume as the dependent variable. To find how the

volume varies as a function ofthe radius, the dependent variable should be V,
the volume. However, DEPND should already be set to V, so you do not need

to change it. Also, V-UNITS has automatically been set to m3, the SI unit for

V.

Setting the Vertical Range

The vertical range controls the minimum and maximum values of the dependent

variable, which is plotted along the vertical axis.

a The V-MIN field contains the vertical minimum value. This field is ig-

nored if autoscale is on.

The V-MAX field contains the vertical maximum value. This field is ig-

nored if autoscale is on.

Example (cont.): Autoscale the plot. Move the highlight bar down to

AUTOSCALE and press to turn autoscale on.
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V-MIN and V-MAX only apply when autoscaleis off.
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Drawing the Plot

After you have specified the plot parameters, pressing will graph the

equation in the HP 48 graphics environment. As with the built-in plotting rou-

tines of the HP 48, you can overlay multiple plots by pressing more

than once with different parameters without pressing between plots.

Example (cont.): Draw the plot. Press to erase any previous plots and
then press to create a new plot in the HP 48 graphics environment.

(The following screen is from an HP 48GX.)

    

 

: RIGHT CIRCULAR CO
v (M73) Y=1/3¥WER”  

The answeris indicated by the plot, which clearly shows the second-order

(parabolic) relationship between the radius and the volume. When you have

finished viewing the plot, press to return to the Plotter screen.

Field Types

The Plotter screen uses three basic kinds of fields.

When the highlight bar has selected a particularfield type, the menu keys will

change to reflect operations specific to that type offield, as described below.

(OPTS§ and (and and EJOIMYA3, on the next page of the

menu) are always present, regardless of the field type.

QO Edit Fields: These fields accept values entered from the keyboard. The H-

MIN, HMAX, V-MIN and V-MAX fields are edit fields.

NBIC EDIT ISTACKN PICT MOPTS NERASERNE DRAW |

Choose Fields: These fields accept one of a pre-defined list of possible

values, which must be selected from a pre-defined list.

®)NBISCRCHOOSH PICT MH OPTS MERASEENN DRAW K

QQ Check Field: These fields control certain options, and a check selects an

option. The AUTOSCALE and LABEL PLOTfields are check fields.

Check field: Feld, IGANeEE, KORN, FRYE and IDEYAT
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Field Descriptions

These are detailed descriptions of each ofthe fields at the Plotter screen.

| EQ: Equation to plot: Press [SiI®J8H to select from equations at Equation

screen for current section.

INDEP: Independent variable: Press to select from variables in
current equation.

H-UNITS: Horizontal axis units: Press to select from units allowed

for current independent variable. (This field is only presentif units are on.)

H-MIN: Horizontal axis: Minimum value.

H-MAX: Horizontal axis: Maximum value.

DEPND: Dependent variable: Press to select from variables in

current equation. Should be different from the independent variable.

V-UNITS: Vertical axis units: Press to select from units allowed

for current dependent variable. (This field is only present if units are on.)

V-MIN: Vertical axis: Minimum value. Not used if autoscale is on.

V-MAX: Vertical axis: Maximum value. Not used if autoscale is on.

AUTOSCALE: Autoscale vertical axis? Press to control whether

vertical axis is autoscaled (checked) or specified by V-MIN and V-MAX

(unchecked).

LABEL PLOT: Label plot? Press to control whether plotis la-

beled (checked) or not labeled (unchecked).

Plotter Screen Menu Keys

These are descriptions of the various menu keys available at the Plotter screen:

(All fields) Displays a picture.

(All fields) Displays the options menu. For more information, see

“Options Menu.”

(All fields) Erases any previous plots.
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(All fields) Plots the current equation. Uses the HP 48 graphics

environment. To create an overlay plot, press multiple times

without pressing between plots.

Hel (All fields) Goes to the Equation screen. For more information, see

“Equation Screens.”

2 le ha
d

< my (All fields) Goes to the Solver screen. For more information, see

“Solver Screens.”

(Edit fields only) Edits the highlighted item for an edit field. Press

to save edit changes or to cancelediting.

(Edit fields only) Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and

temporarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment. While at the stack,

you can use all the normal built-in functions of your HP 48 to ma-

nipulate or change the copied item. When you have finished editing

the item, press to leave the stack and insert the edited item

into the current edit field, or press to leave the stack without

changing the value of the current edit field.

@Iilelely (Choose fields only) Displays the possible choices for a choose field.

Highlight the desired value and press or ISI’, or press
to abort the selection.

(Check fields only) Toggles a check mark for a check field.

 

Options Menu

The options menu helps you customize settings and is available throughout

MathePro. Pressing displays the following menu keys:

 

  
PERIMETER

[P0:m UNIT s[HELPs[FONT DESCEXIT   
Changes the scrolling speed ofthe highlight bar. The bar on the right

shows the current level of speed: a tall bar indicates fast scrolling

speed, while a short bar indicates slow scrolling speed.
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UNITS

HELP

FONT

DESC

EXIT

Toggles units on or off. When the block inside the key appears

(SINNER), units are turned on.

Toggles display of help text on the bottom of the screen. When the

block inside the key appears (EISIM=E), help is turned on.

Toggles font size between large and small. The large font is case-

sensitive, while the small font contains condensed, uppercase letters.

Toggles positions of variable values and descriptions. When the

block inside the key appears (BI5JeR), then the variable values and

descriptions are switched.

Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.

At the options menu, press to display the following additional menu keys:

VIEW

FIND

EXIT

74
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Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack. Pressing

this key prompts you for or INN.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. Thisis useful if the

screen is displayed in the large font and the item scrolls offthe right

side of the screen with “...” (an ellipsis) displayed. Press or

to display the highlighted item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character or string. NSIENDBE only searches

the current screen for a match.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen. After pressing

this key, you will see the path listing in the title bar ofthe screen.

Press to place this path list on the stack.

Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.
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Custom Settings Screen

The custom settings screen is displayed by pressing and is available

throughout MathePro.

 

22 PARALLELOGRAM 32222  

 

Help: On
Font: Large  CHOSE ANGLE MEASURE

(CHOD:]||JeANGL]OK

To change any ofthese settings, move the highlight bar to the desired item and

press [EOIN or [~]. Then press to implement the changes, orto exit

the screen without changing the settings, press or [on].

Settings Descriptions

QZ: Angle measure: Press [®EI6I6H to select degrees, radians, or grads.

Determines how trigonometric/hyperbolic functions will interpret inputs.

Q RESULT: Result mode: Press [IiIoIeH to select symbolic or numeric.

Determines whether functions will return symbolic or numeric results.

QQ UNITS: Units: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether units are on or off for Equations and Reference.

QQ HELP: Help text: Press [IiIeI8H to select on or off.

Determines whether context-sensitive help text is displayed on the screen.

(Q FONT: Font size: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether screens use the large or small font to display items.
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Equation Screen Key Summary

 

 

  
 

 

 

Key Action

Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation.

Displays the highlighted equation in a graphics view.

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu.

INO Goesto the Plotter screen.

SOL VR Goes to the Solver screen.

Key Action

or Movesthe highlight bar up or down one item.

[|l[a] or [(|l[¥] Movesthe highlight barto top or bottom ofscreen.

[a] or [@][¥] Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

(«Jor Goesto the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section (for a screen).

Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation.

+ Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation.

or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

cst Goesto the custom settings screen.

or [@]cs1] Goesto the first or second page ofthe options menu.

[=] [ew] HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Solver Screen Key Summary
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Edits the highlighted variable.

Copies the highlighted variable to the HP 48 stack and tem-

porarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment.

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu.

Displays the convert menu for the highlighted variable.

Solves the equation(s) using the displayed values.

Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as known.

Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as wanted.

Resets one or all ofthe variables.

Displays the icons used to indicate variable status.

Goes to the Plotter screen.

 

 

 

 
EQNS Goes to the Equation screen.

Key Action

[a] or [¥] Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

[(®l[a] or [®][¥] Moves the highlight barto top or bottom of screen.

[P][a] or [@][¥] Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

[=] or [E][r] Goesto the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

or Edits the highlighted variable.

+ Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as known.

or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

Goesto the custom settings screen.

or Goes to the first or second page of the options menu.

Toggles positions of variable values and descriptions.

DEL Resets one or all of the variables.

or Toggles units on or off.

or Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Plotter Screen Key Summary

 

A © < Action
 

eas

OPTS

[IRF

EQNS

EDIT

O
2,

nN
m

ms
=

©)
By

®)
Pe

—
>

e
0

hd
2

2)
EN

ps
)

ul

NA]  

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu.

Erases any previous plots.

Plots the current equation.

Goes to the Equation screen.

Goes to the Solver screen.

Edits the highlighted item for an edit field.

Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and tempo-

rarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment.

Displaysa list of possible values for a choose field.

Toggles a check mark for a check field.
 

 

Key Action
 

 
[a]or[¥] Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goesto the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

ENTER] or [>]

t/_

Edits the highlighted item (for an edit field).

Displays the possible choices (for a choose field).

Checks or unchecks highlighted item (for check field).

Displays the possible choices (for a choose field).

Checks or unchecks highlighted item (for check field).

or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

CST Goes to the custom settings screen.

or Goesto the first or second page of the options menu.

or Toggles units on oroff.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Options Menu Key Summary

 

Key Action
 

FONT

EA

ARS

FIND

PATH
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]
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el
=

FE
E
l

[
[]

[]
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Changesthe scrolling speed ofthe highlight bar.

Toggles units on or off.

Toggles display of help text at the bottom ofthe screen.

Toggles font size between large and small.

Toggles positions of variable values and descriptions.

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. Press or

to show the item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character or string.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Leaves the options menu.  
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Chapter 11

Analytic Geometry

This chapter covers the Equations section on Analytic Geometry:

(Q Parabola

Od Ellipse

(dQ Hyperbola

 

Finding Analytic Geometry

To find Analytic Geometry, install MathePro and do the following:

©
0
0
0
0

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to Analytic Geometry and press or [>].

 

   5 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 2
uli)

HYPEREOLA

   
  

 

  [HOME]VIEWFINDOPT:[PATH]UP

Move the highlight barto the desired section and press or >=].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Parabola

These equations describe the properties of a parabola. The first equation defines

the latus rectum, Ir (the distance from L to R in the picture), in terms ofthe

vertex to focus distance, p. The second equation links the arc length, s, with a,

the vertex to segment edge distance, and b, the bisector to the parabola. The

last equation showsthe area of the segment, Aseg, in terms of a and b.

 
 

 

B LE
$ A
CSTE—=="R

P #

Variable Description Unit

a vertex to segment edge m

Aseg segment area m”2

b bisector to parabola m

Ir latus rectum m

vertex to focus m

S arc length m  
 

 

  2 2 2
lr=4p Fratperlite?+b | fisea=3-ah 
 

 

Ellipse

These equations describe the principal properties of an ellipse. The first equa-

tion defines the area A ofthe ellipse in terms of semimajor axis a and semimi-

nor axis b. The second equation computes circumference C in terms of a and b.

The third equation calculates the eccentricity E in terms of a and b. The latus

rectum Ir is defined by the fourth equation using b and a. The last two equa-

tions describe the center to directrix dd and sum offoci to point ds in terms of

semimajor axis a and eccentricity E.
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Variable Description Unit

A area m”2

a semimajor axis m

b semiminor axis m

C circumference m

dd center to directrix m

ds sum of foci to point m
E eccentricity unitless

Ir latus rectum m

2 2 2 2

A=mab = 1 a +b =449 -bC= 5 E 5

2
1 |

1r=£h dd=¢ ds=¢3

 

  
 

Hyperbola

These equations describe properties of a hyperbola. The first equation defines

the eccentricity E of the hyperbola in terms of semitransverse axis a and semi-

conjugate axis b. The second equation computes latus rectum Ir in terms of a
and b. The last two equations describe the center to directrix dd and difference

of foci to point ds in terms of semitransverse axis a and eccentricity E.

 NEAna
WENA+ ER

 

    
 

 

  

Variable Description Unit

a semitransverse axis m

b semiconjugate axis m

dd center to directrix m

ds difference of foci to point m

E eccentricity unitless

Ir latus rectum m    
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Chapter 12

Circles

This chapter covers the Equations section on Circles:

Circles

Sector and Segment

Circular Ring
SemicircleL

o
o

d

 

Finding Circles

To find Circles, install MathePro and do the following:

©
©
0
0
0
0

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start Math*Pro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to Circles and press or [>=].

[MR a hl )

CIRCULAR RING
SEMICIRCLE

 

[HOMEVIEWFIND[OPTS[PATH]UP

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this section, along with a brief

description and appropriate units.

 

 

    
 

 

Variable Description Unit

A area m”"2

Asec sector area m”2

Aseg segment area m”2

b segment base m

C circumference m

d diameter m

S separation of axes m

hl segment height m
h2 partial height m

hc height of centroid m

I area moment parallel to Ic axis m”™4

Ic area moment at centroid m”™4

Icc mass moment at centroid kg*m”2

Iz area moment about z-axis m”™4

[zz mass moment about z-axis kg*m”2

J mass moment parallel to Icc axis kg*m”2

m mass kg

0 angle r

r radius m

ri inner radius m

ro outer radius m

S arc length m

Circle

These equations describe the properties of a circle. The first three equations

define diameter d, circumference C and area A of a circle in terms of the radius

r. The middle three equations shows the computation of area moment, Ic about

an axis through the centroid in the plane of the circle, area moment Iz about an

axis through the centroid perpendicular to the plane ofthe circle, while area

moment I is about an axis separated a distance & from the centroid and is in the

plane of the circle. The final set of equations focus on computation details for

mass moments of the circle. The centroid is located at the center ofthe circle.
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d=2r C=2r A=”

I=Ic+As Ie=tr’ [z=bor

J=lccms” Iec=tm~ lzz=3™r-    
 

Sector and Segment

These equations describe the properties of a sector and segment. The sector is

the figure bounded by the two radii and the arc s, while the segment is the figure

bounded by the segment base b and the arc s. Thefirst four equations define

the segment height h1, the arc length s and the partial height h2 in terms of

radius of the circle r, the angle 8 formed at the center ofthe circle and the

segment base b. The fifth equation links b with r and ©. The next equation

couples b with r and h1. The last two equations focus on sector area and seg-

ment area. When solving for 0, an appropriate initial guess may help the solver

find a solution in the desired quadrant.

 

FEnH
SoHe

hl=r—h? =r h2=r-c0s| 2]

po=t- [arb2 b2rSIN[S]  b=[RIZrhD)
2

fisec=5rs fiseg=5r .(B-SIN(B))    
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Circular Ring

These equations describe a circular ring. The first equation is the cross-

sectional area A. The next defines the area moment, Ic, about an axis through

the centroid in the ring plane. The area moment, Iz, is about an axis through the

centroid perpendicularto the ring plane, while the area moment, I, is about an

axis in the ring plane a distance 8 from the centroid.

 

 

per ro®-ri®) I=Ic+A-8° le=torro®-rif)

let(ro*ri?) J=1cots lec=1 nlrot-riZ)

 lzz=tm(ro-ri®] 
 

 

Semicircle

These equations describe a semicircle. The first equations define diameter d

and area A in terms ofthe radius, r. The third equation defines the centroid

height, he, as measured vertically from the center of the base diameter. The

equation for Ic defines the area moment of inertia about an axis through the

centroid in the semicircle plane. The equation for Iz defines the area moment of

about the centroid axis perpendicular to the semicircle plane.

 

2
d=2r Res he=a-1rr

_ 2 (rn8 1 4
[=Ic+A& Ic Ir b = Iz=gmr   
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Chapter 13

Coordinate Systems

This chapter covers the Equations section on Coordinate Systems:

Qa XY <> Polar

QQ XYZ & Cylindrical

QQ XYZ < Spherical

 

Finding Coordinate Systems

To find Coordinate Systems, install MathePro and do the following:

0
0
0

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.
Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [=].

Move the highlight bar to Coordinate Systems and press or [>].

 

COORDINATE SYSTEMS
POLAF

LU 11 3

#Y¥2 €3 SPHERICAL

 

[HOME]WIEW |FIND [OPT:[PATH]UP |

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>=].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this section, along with a brief

description and appropriate units.

 

 

Variable Description Unit

¢ azimuthal angle r

0 polar angle r

r radial distance unitless

X abscissa unitless

y ordinate unitless
z z-axis distance unitless     
 

XY o Polar

These equations describe the relationship between Cartesian and polar coordi-

nates in two dimensions. The first two equations define x and y coordinate

values in terms of r and 0. The last two equations show the inverse relationship

between r, 0 and x, y. When solving for 0, an appropriate initial guess may
help the solver find a solution in the desired quadrant.

¥ Y

0 50
[I Fr 8h "

 

2 2
w=rC0S(8) y=rSIN(B) r=ls +y

 B=ASIN| 2]  
 

 

XYZ « Cylindrical

These equations describe the relationship between Cartesian and cylindrical

coordinates in three dimensions. The first three equations define the relation-

ship between the Cartesian coordinates Xx, y and z and the cylindrical coordi-

nates r, © and z. The last two equations show the inverse relationship between

r, 0 and x, y. When solving for 0, an appropriate initial guess may help the

solver find a solution in the desired quadrant.
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w=rC0S(A) y=r-SIN(B) z=z

[En =fIN| 4]   
 

XYZ « Spherical

These equations describe the relationship between Cartesian and spherical co-

ordinates. The first three equations show the relationship between the Cartesian

coordinates x, y and z and the spherical coordinates r, © and ¢. The last three

equations show the inverse relationship between r, 8 and ¢ and x, y and z.

When solving for 0 or ¢, an appropriate initial guess may help the solver find a

solution in the desired quadrant.

 

 

x=rCOS(B) SIN(%) y=rSIN(B) SIN(s) z=r C0S(x)

I a-nsIH2] oh)rr|
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Chapter 14

Cylinders and Cones

This chapter covers the Equations section on Cylinders and Cones:

Right Circular Cylinder

Thin Cylindrical Shell

Thick Cylindrical Shell

Uniform Thin Rod

Right Circular Cone

Frustum of Conec
o
o
o
o
d
o

 

Finding Cylinders and Cones

To find Cylinders and Cones, install MathePro and do the following:

— HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathsPro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Cylinders and Cones and press or [>=].©
0
0
0
0

pees CYLIMDERS AMD COMES 82
RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER
ns 1) hl NE 0 J

THICK CYLIMDRICAL SHELL
UNIFORM THIN ROD
RIGHT CIRCULAR COME
FREUSTUM OF CONE

 

[HOME|WIEFIND[OPTZ[PATH]UP

® Move the highlight barto the desired section and press or [>].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this section, along with a brief

description and appropriate units.

 

 

Variable Description Unit

5 separation of axes m

h altitude m

hc height of centroid m

Icc mass moment at centroid kg*m”2

Izz mass moment about z-axis kg*m”2

J mass moment parallel to Icc axis kg*m”2

m mass kg

L lateral surface area m”2

r base radius m

ri inner radius m

ro outer radius m

S slant height m

T total surface area m”2

Vv volume m”3     
 

Right Circular Cylinder

These equations describe properties of a right circular cylinder, including mass

moments of inertia. The first equation defines the surface area L ofthe cylinder

in terms ofthe height h and the radius r. The second equation defines the total

surface area T including the top and bottom flat surfaces in terms of r and h.

Thethird equation defines the volume V in terms of r and h. The last three

equations compute the mass moment ofinertia. The mass moment Izz is about

the axis of symmetry of the cylinder. The mass moment Ice is about an axis

through the centroid perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. The mass mo-

ment J is about an axis perpendicular to Ice but offset by a distance 8.

 

Lf
L=27rh T=21+(r+h) V=rrr=h

J=IccHn& Iec=tmrieds mM he lzz=3m   
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Thin Cylindrical Shell

These equations describe the mass moments ofinertia of a thin cylindrical shell.

The mass moment Izz is about the axis of symmetry of the cylinder and is de-

fined by the mass m and radius r of the cylinder. The mass moment Icc is

about an axis through the centroid perpendicular to the axis of the shell. The

mass moment J is about the axis perpendicular to Icc but offset by a distance 9.

2 2
J=IccHmss lees}Mr +5mh [zz=mpe

 

   

 

Thick Cylindrical Shell

These equations compute the mass moment ofinertia of a thick cylindricalshell.

The mass moment about the axis of the shell, Izz, is defined in terms of inner

radius ri and outer radius ro. The mass moment Icc is about an axis through the

centroid perpendicular to the axis ofthe shell. The mass moment J is about an

axis perpendicular to Icc but offset by a distance 8.

 

 

 
2 2

J=lccHms” lee=tmrio?) +dsmh® lzz=tmri —
  

 

Uniform Thin Rod

These equations compute the mass moment ofinertia of a thin rod. The mass

moment Ice is about an axis perpendicular to the length of the rod through its

centroid. The mass moment J is about an axis perpendicular to Ice but offset by

a distance 9.
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2

J=Icc+m 5° Iec=gmh
  

 

Right Circular Cone

These equations describe the properties of a right circular cone, including mass

moments of inertia. The first equation defines the slant height s in terms of base

radius r and height of the cone h. The second equation specifies the lateral

surface area L in terms of r and s. The third equation defines the total surface

area T in terms of r and s. The fourth equation defines the volume V of a cone

in terms of base radius r and height h. The centroid of the cone is found along
the vertical axis a distance hc from the base plane. The last three equations

define the mass moments of the cone. The mass moment Icc is about an axis

through the centroid and parallel to the base plane. The mass moment Izz is

about the vertical axis of the cone. The mass moment J is about an axis per-

pendicularto Ice but offset by a distance 9.

 

s=lr2sh? L=tts T=tr(r+s)
2

y=lor-Z ih he=21 J=Icc+ms

Iec=gmr+mhe lzz=fpmr   
 

Frustum of Cone

These equations describe the properties of the frustum of a right circular cone.

The first equation defines the slant height s in terms of base radius ro and top

radius ri and height of the cone h. The second equation specifies the lateral

surface area L in terms of ro, ri and s. The third equation defines the total

surface area T in terms of ro, ri and s. The fourth equation defines the volume

V in terms ofro, ri and height h.
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 =
2

==] (ro-ri) +he

LanlroPeri®orori)

L=n(ro+rils T=r:(ro+riZ+(ro+ri) s)
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Chapter 15

Planar Bounded Solids

This chapter covers the Equations section on Planar Bounded Solids:

Cube

Rectangular Parallelepiped

Pyramid

Tetrahedronc
o
o
o

 

Finding Planar Bounded Solids

To find Planar Bounded Solids, install MathePro and do the following:

e
0
d

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.
HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Planar Bounded Solids and press or [>=].

 

2222 PLANAR EOUMDED SOLIDS 2

PYRAMID
TET

A
RAHEDRON

[HOME|WIEKFIND[OPTS[PATH]UP

 

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this section, along with a brief

description and appropriate units.

 

 

Variable Description Unit

A face area m”2

a side a m

B base area m”2

b side b m

Cc side ¢ m

5 separation of axes m

h altitude m

Icc mass moment at centroid kg*m”2

J mass moment parallel to Icc axis kg*m”2

m mass kg

p face diagonal m

q solid diagonal m

T total surface area m”2

Vv volume m”3     
 

Cube

These equations describe properties of a cube. The first equation describes the
cube face area A in terms ofthe cube side a. The second equation shows the

total surface area T in terms of the face area. The volume V is defined in terms

of side a. The fourth equation links the face diagonal p with side a, while the

fifth equation links the long diagonal q with side a. The mass moment, Icc is

about an axis through the cube centroid. The mass moment Jcc is about an axis

parallel to Icc but offset by a distance 8. The Icc axis is parallel to any side.

 

   

 

Alp

3
A=a” T=6A V=a

2
p=a-[2 q=a-{3 lec=gma

J=IccHms   
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Rectangular Parallelepiped

These equations describe properties of a rectangular parallelepiped, including

the mass moments ofinertia. The first two equations link the total surface area

T and volume V with the sides of the parallelepiped a, b and ¢. The third equa-

tion computes the long diagonal q in terms of a, b and ¢. The mass moment Icc

is about an axis through the centroid and parallelto side a. The centroid is lo-

cated at the center ofthe parallelepiped. The mass moment parallel to the Icc

axis, J, is defined in terms of Icc, m and &.

 

T=a:-(ab+bc+ca) Y=abc a=alee

Iee=im(b+) J=Icctms”   
 

Pyramid

This equation computes the volume V of the pyramid in terms ofits base area B
and altitude h.

 

   

 

Tetrahedron

These equations describe the geometrical properties ofa tetrahedron: a pyramid

formed by four equilateral triangles. The first equation links face area A with

the base a. The second equation shows the relationship between total surface

area T and face area A. The third equation links the volume V ofthe tetrahe-

dron to the side a. The last equation shows the relationship between the altitude

h of the tetrahedron and side a.
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Chapter 16

Polygons

This chapter covers the Equations section on Polygons:

Rectangle

Parallelogram

Rhombus

Trapezoid
General Quadrilateral

Regular Polygonc
o
o
o
o
o

 

Finding Polygons

To find Polygons,install MathsPro and do the following:

—
©
0
0
0
0

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Polygons and press or [>].

Z POLYGONS 2

 

HOME VIEWFIND[OPT[PATH]UP

Movethe highlight barto the desired section and press or [>=].
Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this section, along with a brief

description and appropriate units.

 

 

    
 

 

Variable Description Unit

A area m”2

a side a m

b side b m

C side ¢ m

0 separation of axes m

d side d m

h altitude m

I area moment parallel to Ic axis m™4

Ic area moment at centroid m™4

Icc mass moment at centroid kg*m"2

Iz area moment about z-axis m™4

[zz mass moment about z-axis kg*m"2

J mass moment parallel to Icc axis kg*m"2

m mass kg

med median m

n number of sides unitless

p short diagonal m
per perimeter m

q long diagonal m

0 vertex angle r

Oa angle 0a r

6b angle 6b r

rc circumscribed circle radius m

ri inscribed circle radius m

S semiperimeter m

Rectangle

These equations describe the properties of a rectangle, including area and mass

moments ofinertia and the parallel-axis theorems. The centroid is located at the

center of the rectangle. The first three equations in this set show the relation-

ship between area A, diagonal p, perimeter per and the two sides a and b. The

next three equations show the area moment Ic about an axis passing through the
centroid in the plane ofthe rectangle, area moment Iz about an axis through the

centroid normalto the plane ofthe rectangle and the area moment I about an
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axis a distance & from the centroid in the plane of the rectangle. The corre-

sponding mass moments are Ice, I1zz and J as shown in the last three equations.

 

  
 

 

A=ab Poa+h" per=2:a+2'b

[=]c+A6° le=15ab lz={ab(a2+b%)

2
J=Icc+mé lec={5nb lzz=rsma®b]

Parallelogram

These equations describe the properties of a parallelogram. The first equation

computes the area A ofthe parallelogram in terms of side a and altitude h. The

second equation defines altitude, h, in terms of side b and angle 0a. The pe-

rimeter per is given by the third equation. The fourth and fifth equations define

the short and the long diagonals p and q ofthe parallelogram in terms ofthe

sides a and b and the angles 8a and 6b. The last equation of this set shows the

supplementary property of 8a and 6b. When solving for 0a or Ob, an appro-

priate initial guess may help the solver find a solution in the desired quadrant.

8B 8A

p
9A LlB

 

 

  
 

 

A=bh h=a'SIN(Ba) per=2-a+db

po=a+ho-2.abCOS(Ba) a“=a"+h"-2.ab COS(Bb)
Ba+Bb=186_"

Rhombus

These equations show the properties of a rhombus, a regular four sided figure

with all equal sides. The first equation calculates the area A in terms ofits long

and short diagonal p and q. The second equation relates perimeter per with the
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side of the rhombus a. The final equation shows the relationship between p, q

 

   

 

and a.

f J

LF
fied ‘Pq per=4a pita=a"

Trapezoid

These equations define some ofthe basic properties of a trapezoid. The first

equation connects the area ofthe trapezoid A with the two parallel sides a and b
and the altitude, h. The second defines A in terms of med and h. The third

equation defines med in terms of a and b.

FEA]feMN]
 

 
fi=d-(avb) Aemedh med=1-(a+b)

  

 

General Quadrilateral

These equations describe the properties of a general quadrilateral of sides a, b, c

and d. The first two equations define the semiperimeter, s, and perimeter, per,

in terms of the four sides: a, b, c and d. The third equation relates the area, A,

to the diagonals p and q and the acute angle ofintersection of the diagonals, ©.

The next equation defines the area, A, in terms of the foursides, a, b, ¢ and d,

and the angle 0. The fifth equation computes the area in terms of the foursides,

a, b, ¢, and d, and the two diagonals p and q, but not the angle 8. The sixth

equation is the extension ofthe classical triangle equation to a quadrilateral, and

defines the area, A, in terms of the four sides,a, b, ¢, and d, the semiperimeter,

s, and the two exterior angles, 8a and 6b. The final two equations show the

relationship between the short diagonal, p, and either sides a and d and angle Oa

or sides b and ¢ and angle 8b. When solving for 0, 0a, or Ob, an appropriate

initial guess may help the solver find solution in the desired quadrant.
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s=5+(a+brord) per=g:s A=3paSINCE)

2

R=Lp%atc?) TAN(E) A+4Pea-(b2+d®-a2-c%)

A=(5-a) (s-b) (5-c) (5-9 -abeacos|22380]

2 2 2p =a +d -2-a-dL0S(Ba) po=b"+c"~2b-cC0S (Bb)    
 

Regular Polygon

These equations describe key properties of a regular polygon. The first equa-

tion expresses the relationship between the side a of the polygon and inscribed

circle radius ri and n the number ofsides of the regular polygon. The second

equation shows the connection between circumscribed circle radius re, and a

and n. The total perimeter per is defined by n and a. The area ofthe regular

polygon A,is computed using the fourth equation in terms of ri and n. The last

equation solves for the angle 8 formed by two adjacent sides of a regular poly-

gon. When solving for 0, an appropriate initial guess may help the solver find a

solution in the desired quadrant.

 

 

a=2 ri Tan[188“| a=2+rc1[188160°) PEr=n'a

  =rTN 182-2 g=n=2.150_"  
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Chapter 17

Spherical Figures

This chapter covers the Equations section on Spherical Figures:

Sphere

Hemisphere

Thin Spherical Shell

Thick Spherical Shell

Zone and Segment of 1 Base

Zone and Segment of 2 Bases

Ellipsoid

Circular TorusL
c
o
o
o
o
o
o
n

 

Finding Spherical Figures

To find Spherical Figures, install Math*Pro and do the following:

©
0
0
0
0

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Spherical Figures and press or [>=].

 

2 SPHERICAL FIGURES 22

BASE
2 BASES

ELLIPSOID
CIRCULAR TORUS

[HOME]VIEWFIND[OPTS[PATH]UP

 

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or [>].

Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this section, along with a brief

description and appropriate units.

 

 

Variable Description Unit

a semiaxis a m

b semiaxis b m

C semiaxis ¢ m

d sphere diameter m

S separation of axes m

h zone altitude m

hc height of centroid m

Icc mass moment at centroid kg*m”2

[zz mass moment about z-axis kg*m"2

J mass moment parallelto Icc axis kg*m”2

m mass kg

p zone diagonal m

r sphere radius m

rl zone base radius m

r2 zone ceiling radius m

ri inner radius m

ro outer radius m

S surface area m”2

V volume m”3     
 

 

Sphere

These equations constitute properties of a sphere. The first equation links the

diameter d with the radius r. The second equation defines the surface area S in
terms of the radius r. The third equation specifies the volume V in terms of the

radius r. The mass moment Ice is about an axis through the centroid. The mass

moment J is about an axis perpendicular to Icc but offset by a distance d.

=
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d=2+ S=dmr- y=?

2
J=Iccn Iee=Emr

Hemisphere

These equations constitute properties of a hemisphere. The first equation links

the diameter d with the radius r. The second equation defines the surface area S

in terms ofthe sphere radius r. The third equation specifies the volume V of the

sphere in terms ofits radius r. The centroid is located along the vertical axis of

the hemisphere a distance hc above the base plane. The last three equations

focus on mass moment computation. The mass moment Icc about an axis

through the centroid of the hemisphere and parallel to the base plane is given by

the next to last equation. The mass moment Izz is about the vertical axis ofthe

hemisphere. The mass moment J is about an axis parallel to Ice, but offset by a

distance 9, as shown by the last equation.

 

3

d=2r G=2mr y=Lorr
. 2

he=3 J=Icc+m 5° lec=Samr

[zz=Emr    
 

Thin Spherical Shell

These equations describe the mass moments ofinertia of a thin sphericalshell.

The thickness ofthe shell is negligible. The mass moment Icc is about an axis

through the centroid in terms of the mass ofthe shell m and the radius r. The

mass moment J is about an axis parallel to the Icc axis but offset a distance 9.

The picture shows a cross-section of the thin spherical shell.
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2

J=Icc+m 5° Iee=Smr
 
 

 

Thick Spherical Shell

These equations describe the mass moments ofinertia of a thick spherical shell.

The mass moment Icc is about an axis through the centroid in terms of the mass

of the shell m and the inner radius ri and outer radius ro. The mass moment J

is about an axis parallel to the Icc axis but offset a distance 8. The picture

shows a cross-section ofthe thick spherical shell.

 

J=Icctms”

 

  
 

 

Zone and Segment of 1 Base

These equations in this topic describe geometrical properties of a spherical zone

segment with one base. The first equation shows the relationship between the

diameter d and the radius of the sphere r. The second equation specifies S, the

surface area of the zone segment, in terms of radius r and the height h. The

third equation gives an alternate form for S in terms of the zone diagonal p.

The last two equations represent the volume V of the zone segment in two dis-

tinct ways: the first using sphere radius r and zone height h as the key variables,

while the second equation uses zone base radius rl and zone height h as its

variables.
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d=2r S=21rh S=tp

v=?(3h) v=tah(ari®ed)   
 

 

Zone and Segment of 2 Bases

These equations describe geometrical properties of a spherical zone segment

with two parallel bases. The first equation shows the relationship between the

diameter d and the radius of the sphere r. The second equation specifies S, the

surface area of the zone segment, in terms ofradius r and the height h. The

third equation gives the volume V of the zone segment in terms of zone base

radius rl and zone ceiling radius r2 and the segment height h. The last equa-

tion specifies h in terms of r, r1 and r2.

 

d=2+r S=2.q+h v=Lh(3r1%3re®eh)

heliPro?Prt?   
 

 

Ellipsoid

These equations describe an ellipsoid, including mass moments ofinertia. The

volume ofthe ellipsoid V is given by the first equation in terms ofits three

semiaxes a, b and c¢. The mass moment Icc is about the semiaxis a and through

the centroid of the ellipsoid. The third equation shows the mass moment J

about an axis parallel to Icc axis but offset by a distance 8. The centroid ofthe

ellipsoid is at the center ofthe ellipsoid.

 

 

v=2rabc J=1 cotms” lee=tmb+’)
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Circular Torus

These equations describe the properties ofa circular torus. The picture is a

cross-section of the circular torus. The first equation specifies the total surface

area of the torus. The second equation represents the volume V ofthe torus in

terms of inner radius ri and outer radius ro.

 

 

2 2
5=12(ro2-ri) y=ton (ro+ri) (ro-ri)
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Chapter 18

Triangles

This chapter covers the Equations section on Triangles:

Right Triangles

Equilateral Triangles

General Triangles

Laws of SIN, COS and TANc
o
o

d

 

Finding Triangles

To find Triangles, install MathePro and do the following:

e
0
0
0

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathsPro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Equations and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Triangles and press or [>=].

2 TRIANGLES

P. ] 0 oI igh

GENERAL TRIANGLE
LAWS OF SIN. C05. TAN

 

[HOME]VIEWFINDOPT:[PATH]UP

Move the highlight bar to the desired section and press or >=].

Then skip to the appropriate section below.
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Variables

The table below lists all variables used in this section, along with a brief de-

scription and appropriate units.

 

 

   

Variable Description Unit

A area m”2

a side a m

b side b m

Cc side ¢ m

5 separation of axes m

h altitude m

hc height of centroid m

I area moment parallel to Ic axis m”™4

Ic area moment at centroid m™4

Iz area moment about z-axis m4
1 distance to vertex m

med median to side ¢ m

n distance to vertex m

per perimeter m

Oa angle opposite side a r

0b angle opposite side b r

Oc angle opposite side ¢ r

S semiperimeter m

bisector of 6c m  
 

 

Right Triangle

These equations describe the properties of a right triangle. The first three equa-

tions link the hypotenuse ¢, area A and perimeter per with the sides of the tri-
angle a, b and ¢. The next three equations connect the height h, vertex dis-

tances | and n to the sides a, b and ¢. The next equation shows the relationship

between a, ¢c and 0a. The next equation shows that the sum of 8a and 0b is 90°.

An alternative link between 1, b and 0a is shown by the next equation. The

height of the centroid from the base is shown by the equation connecting he and

h. The last three equations compute area moment Ic about an axis through the

centroid in the plane ofthe triangle, area moment Iz about an axis through the

centroid and normalto the plane ofthe triangle and the area moment, I, about

an axis in the plane ofthe triangle a distance 8 away from the centroid. When

solving for 0a or Ob, an appropriate initial guess may help the solver find a so-

lution in the desired quadrant.
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Czaseh =3-ab per=a+b+c

2 2
_ab _b _a_

h= C 1 c n=

a=c'SIN(Ba) Ba+Bb=9G_" 1=b-C0S(Ba)

2he=1 I=Ic+A's le=ach’

lz=ch[hecP-c141%)
 

 

Equilateral Triangle

These equations shown below describing the properties of an equilateral trian-

gle. Thefirst two equations link the area A and perimeter per with side a.

Third and fourth equations define the altitude of the equilateral triangle h and

the height of the centroid from the base hc in terms ofthe side ofthe triangle a.
The last three equations compute the area moment Ic, about an axis through the

centroid in the plane of the triangle, area moment Iz, about an axis through the

centroid normal to the plane ofthe triangle and area moment I, about an axis in

the plane ofthe triangle a distance 6 away from the centroid.

he
A

 

feta[3 per=3:a h=1-a3

he=1 I=Ic+R&° le=-ah’

1.3.7.3Iz=7¢ ah *ga h   
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General Triangle

The equations presented in this set solve a variety of types of problems relating

to triangles. These equations characterize the properties of a generaltriangle,

which is defined by the angles 8a, Ob and Oc, which are opposite the sides a, b

and c. An important property of a generaltriangle is that the sum of 0a, 6b and

Oc is 180°, and this is shown by the first equation. The next three equations are

the three alternate forms of the Law of Cosines, and they relate one angle of the

triangle to the three sides. The following three equations are the three alterna-

tive forms of the Law of Sines, and they relate two sides to two angles of the

triangle. The next two equations indicate the relationship between the area, A,

and the altitude, h, the side ¢, and the three angles. Two more equations define

the semiperimeter, s, and the perimeter, per, in terms ofthe three sides.

The 12th equation links the area, A, with the semiperimeter and the three sides.

The bisector of angle Oc is defined by t in the picture, and its value is computed

using a, b and Bc. The median to side ¢ from angle Oc is defined in terms ofthe

three sides. Next is given I, the distance from angle 0a to the intersection of the

altitude, h, and side ¢, using the basic definition of cosine. The height of the

centroid, he, is given in terms ofthe altitude, h. The last three equations focus

on computing the area moment Ic about an axis in the plane ofthe triangle

through the centroid, area moment Iz about an axis through the centroid normal

to the plane ofthe triangle and area moment I about an axis in the plane of the

triangle a distance & from the centroid. When solving for 6a, 6b or Oc, an ap-

propriate initial guess may help the solver find solution in the desired quadrant.

 

 

Ba+Bb+Bc=188_" a=b+c--2bcCOS(Ba)
be=c+a-2.coaL0S(Bb) co=a+b-2.ab-C0S (Bc)
a __b b _ «c c __ a

SIN(Ba) SIN(Bb) SIN(Bb) SIN(Bc) SIN(Bc) SIN(Ba)

 

 
2

i _c 'SIN(Ba) SIN(Bb)
rg he == GINtao)

s=5(a+brc) per=2's A°=s.(5-a) (5-b) (5c)
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28)oos{ ed
1=bL05(8) he=1 I=Ic+5”

3
le=3-ch z=chhrc141)   
 

 

Laws of SIN, COS, TAN

These equations define the general form of the Law of Sines, the Law of

Cosines, and the Law of Tangents. An important property of a triangle is that

the sum of Oa, Ob and Oc is 180°, and this is shown by the first equation. The
second equation is the Law of Sines, and it relates the two sides a and b to the

two opposite angles 0a and Ob. The third equation is the Law of Cosines, and it

relates the three sides a, b and ¢, to the angle Ba. (If a different angle than Oais

known, imagine rotating the triangle until the known angle corresponds to 0a in

the picture.) The fourth equation is the Law of Tangents, andit relates the two

sides a and b to the two opposite angles 0a and 6b. When solving for 8a, Ob or

Oc, an appropriate initial guess may help the solver find solution in the desired

quadrant.

/ > fi

oA 0BC

 

a __b
SIN(Ba) SIN(Bb)

TAN[£(Bata) |

Ba+Bb+Bc=18H_"°

sPobPrc?-2boos(8) per
TAN[4(Ba-6b)   
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Chapter 19

Reference Tutorial

MathePro is divided into three major sections: Analysis, Equations, and

Reference. This chapter addresses the Reference section, which includes refer-

ence tables covering constants, derivatives, Greek alphabet, hyperbolics,inte-

grals, quadric surfaces, series, SI prefixes, transforms, trigonometry and vectors.

The reference tables contain indispensable information for solving problems.

You can find physical constants, solve derivatives, look up hyperbolic or trigo-

nometric identities, scan through and solve hundreds ofintegrals, access

Fourier, Laplace, and Z transforms, determine vector formulas—all with con-

text-sensitive help. Many reference tables include a picture or custom solving

routine based on the information contained in the table.

This chapter is a tutorial designed to introduce you to the reference tables, show

you the keys available at each screen, and provide numerous examples to help

you learn to efficiently use the reference tables.

This chapter covers:

Finding Reference

Reference Screens

Options Menu

Custom Settings Screen

Reference Screen Key Summary

Options Menu Key Summaryc
o
o
o
0
O
d
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Finding Reference

The Reference section is found at the home screen of MathePro. To get there,

first install MathePro as described in Chapter 1, “Getting Started.” Then, to

start MathePro:

HP 48GX users: Press [=] [es] NEE.

0 HP 48SX users: Press INE.

 

    

  

ANALYSIS

 

HEDUT] MEWFINDOPT:[PATHGUIT

This is the home screen. To return here at any time, press or [@][=].

Movethe highlight bar to Reference and press or to select that section.

 

Reference Screens

MathePro is structured with screens to choose a specific topic or item. The

screen now displays Reference asits title, and lists selections, as shown in the

screen below. Pressing or selects the category of your choice.

Pressing or returns you to the previous screen, or returns

you to the home screen.

BERTUATIV

GREEK ALPHABET
HYPEREOLICS
INTEGRALS
QUADRIC SURFACES
SERIES
51 PREFIXES

[MIEWFINDOPT:[PATH]UR

 

This section covers:

QQ Using a Reference Table

QO Using a Reference Table which Solves

OQ Reference Screen Menu Keys
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Using a Reference Table

Most reference tables contain specific information organized in the same man-

ner as a printed reference book. The information may consist of data, equations,

text, or a combination of these types.

Example: Look up a trigonometric identity. Whatis the expanded form of

sin(oc+ fB)? The answer can be found in the Trigonometry section. Move the

highlight bar to Trigonometry and press or [>]. Then move the highlight

bar to Angle Sum/Difference and press or [>].

  
 

ANGLE SUM/DIFFEREMCE
SaAENAEA+1A

on
HERACOS{aECOSiE)SINCGn
(oe=BI=COS(OXCOSCE)+SINCE,
Co+BI=(TAM(OO)+TAME)A(1-Tu
(xX=-BI=(TAM(XI-TANCED)(1+Tu

 

   

  

 

   

   

  
 x

   ESTATEITTI

Thefirst equation is the desired identity. Press or to

display the equation in a graphics view.

 

SINCa+B) =5IN(a) -COS(B)-

  ANGLE 5UM/DIFFERENMCE <3
 

Press [=] or [>=] to scroll. Press any key to return to the previous screen.

Example: Look up a constant. What is the elementary charge on an electron?

The answer can be found in the Constants section. If necessary, type to
go to the Reference section. Then move the highlight bar to Constants and press

ENTER or [>=].

 

   

  

C
EAYCEEREELLTEE

. )

: 0.S7721E6GHa01633
: 1.618033388743835
hie7a0s35308

:‘a.§937532458EB J

CIRCLE RATid
EA0ye—

  

   

 

 
   

 

 

 

  

The screen displays the constants and their values, and the help text contains the

name of the constant. Instead of scrolling through this list, search for the word

“charge” in the name of a constant. First, press or to toggle the
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position of the constant values and the help text, because only searches

the information shown on the main display area (not the help text).

 

CONSTANTS
W

& SPEED OF LIGHT J

'3.141593653508793850ada433053745
[#5TE[WEW][OPTS[0EsCe]|

 

 

To activate the search feature, press KIES SEBE. The search feature is

not case-sensitive, so type CHARGE and press [ENTER].

 

ia =

H: PLANCK COMSTAMT
HE: DIRAC COMSTAMT
K: BOLTZMANN CONSTANT

1):

xk ELEMENTHEY HHEGE
 

Lao2ls7ade-19_C

IEW FIND [PRINT

 

The elementary charge is the constant q and its value is 1.60217733E-19 C.

Press to leave the options menu.

(Note: When you exit the Constants section, the position of the constant values

and the help text will revert to the default setting. Pressing only toggles
the positions while you are at a particular screen.)

Using a Reference Table which Solves

Example: Look up and solve an indefinite integral. What is Je +7x)dx?

The answer can be found in the Integrals section. If necessary, press to go

to the Reference section. Then move the highlight bar to Integrals and press

ENTER] or [=].

2% INTEGRALS 3328
EFIMED

Ls
EXN
gti~g.i"g-Cc*d

+

+
~

i A
5:
B: TCA+ER)
7: TRasc) 4

[VIEWFIND[OPTS[PHTH]UP

 

The integrand 2 + 7x is of the form A+BX, so move the highlight bar to A+BX

and press or [>=].
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The first integral in the list matches the integrand form, so it should be used to
solve the problem. Because the integralis too wide for the screen, you can

 

oN:LESRE.
J=1/BXLN
ILGORAER)
RI=H/B-A/B"2XLNCA+BXR) |

 
 

  

 

EETITTITEET

examine it fully by pressing to see it in a text view.

The statement N#1 is a constraint (special condition) for the integral. Press any

 

XIHN=CA+B*X) “(N+
+12%B)

M*-1

PRESS AMY KEY.   
key to return to the previous screen.

To solve the integral, make sure the highlight baris still at the first integral and

press EYoIMYIE. Type in 2 for A, 7 for B, and 3 for N. Press Sells.

The answeris [+ Tx)dx =

stant of integration, which remains unspecified for the indefinite result.

    

   

  

sss JCA+EXH)N

TREE

  
INTEGRAL
EatCEET

 

   

(2+ 7x)"

Reference Screen Menu Keys

These are descriptions of the various menu keys available at a Reference screen:

VIEW

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack. For more

information, see “Options Menu.”

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. For more information,

see “Options Menu.”

19: Reference Tutorial
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PICT

OPTS

ISX

SeIRYiS

Displays a picture (if appropriate). This key will not appear forref-

erence tables which do not have a picture.

Displays the option menu. For more information, see “Options

Menu.”

Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate). This key will

not appear for reference tables which do not have switchable help

text. For more information, see “Options Menu.”

Activates the custom solving routine (if appropriate). This key will

not appear for reference tables which do not have a custom solving

routine.

 

Options Menu

The options menu helps you customize settings and is available throughout

MathePro. Pressing displays the following menu keys:

:I

HELP

FONT

DESC

128

 

5s JOA+BERIN 233

1] I Id

[1 3111SEE-LhddI]:

INTEGRAL
[PimUNITS[HELPu[FONT|EIT

 

Changesthe scrolling speed of the highlight bar. The bar on the right

shows the current level of speed: a tall bar indicates fast scrolling

speed, while a short bar indicates slow scrolling speed.

Toggles units on or off. When the block inside the key appears

(CINEER), units are turned on.

Toggles display of help text on the bottom of the screen. When the

block inside the key appears (EI=IM=R), help is turned on.

Toggles font size between large and small. The large fontis case-

sensitive, while the small font contains condensed, uppercase letters.

Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate). When the

block inside the key appears (BI3SJeR), then the data and help text are

switched. This key will not appear for reference tables which do not

have switchable help text.
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=a Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.

At the options menu, press to display the following additional menu keys:

VIEW

FIND

PRINT

PATH

dn

  
  
 

2 JOA+BXHIN 2353

 

ERTETTETT  

 

 INTEGRAL
[#5TEVIEWFIND [PRINT

 

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack. Pressing

this key prompts you for or INN.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. This is useful if the

screen is displayed in the large font and the item scrolls off the right

side ofthe screen with “...” (an ellipsis) displayed. Press or
to display the highlighted item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character or string. only searches

the current screen for a match.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen. After pressing
this key, you will see the path listing in the title bar of the screen.
Press to place this path list on the stack.

Leaves the options menu. Returns to the regular menu.
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Custom Settings Screen

The custom settings screen is displayed by pressing and is available
throughout MathPro.

 

 

 

II(TTTIT

To change any of these settings, move the highlight bar to the desired item and

press or [=]. Then press to implement the changes, orto exit
the screen without changing the settings, press or [on].

Settings Descriptions

QZ: Angle measure: Press [Ofil6J8H to select degrees, radians, or grads.

Determines how trigonometric/hyperbolic functions will interpret inputs.

Qa RESULT: Result mode: Press [IIeto select symbolic or numeric.

Determines whether functions will return symbolic or numeric results.

0 UNITS: Units: Press [®iI6I6H to select on or off.
Determines whether units are on or off for Equations and Reference.

QQ HELP: Help text: Press to select on or off.

Determines whether context-sensitive help text is displayed on the screen.

QQ FONT: Font size: Press [SIiI6J6H to select on or off.

Determines whether screens use the large or small font to display items.
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Reference Screen Key Summary

 

Key Action
 

 

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displaysthe highlighted item in a text view. Press or
to show the item in a graphics view.

REORN Displays a picture (if appropriate).

Displays the option menu.

Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate).

 

 

 

  

SOLVE Activates the custom solving routine (if appropriate).

Key Action

or Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goes to the previous screen.

or [=] fog Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section (for a screen).

Edits the highlighted item (for an edit field).

Activates the custom solving routine (if appropriate).

Copies item(s) shown to the stack (for a result field).

xT] or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

Goes to the custom settings screen.

[&lcsT] or Goesto the first or second page of the options menu.

VAR Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate).

[@lvy or Toggles units on or off.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Options Menu Key Summary

 

Key Action
 

 

FONT

EEN

YAR

SEN]

PATH

EXIT

0
O

L
I
C

()
pe

)
LL

ml
p<

pe
—

7%
a

=
9

r
=

X
E
l

[]
[]

[]
[]

 

Changesthe scrolling speed of the highlight bar.

Toggles units on or off.

Toggles display of help text at the bottom ofthe screen.

Toggles font size between large and small.

Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate).

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view. Press or
to show the item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character or string.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Leaves the options menu.
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Chapter 20

Constants

Constants includes 43 constants, which can be viewed, copied to the stack, or

printed.

This chapter covers:

Finding Constants

a Using Constants

 

Finding Constants

To find Constants, install MathePro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press [2] [#1] to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start Math*Pro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to Constants and press or >].e
0
0
0

©

TiO

[#5TRIVIEW] [OPTE[sWnP]|
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Using Constants

To select a constant, scroll through the Constants section with [a] and or

search with ISIINBA. When you have found the desired item:

a Press to display it in a text view.

a Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

QO Press NSEEES SIENENH to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with Constants, press to go to the previous screen,

to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.

Example: Look up the value of the Boltzmann constant. To search forit, press

NEY, type 1.38 and press to start the search. The highlight
bar will move to the first match, which is the answer. Press to display

the constant in a text view:

CONSTANTS 5333

k: 1.388638E-23_J-K

 

BOLTZMANN CONSTANT

PRESS ANY KEY...
 

When you have finished viewing the constant, press any key to return to the

previous screen. Press ISEdlM to exit the options menu.

Notes

Based on Cohen and Taylor, The 1986 adjustment ofthefundamentalphysical

constants, Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 59, No. 4, October 1987, 1139-1145.
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Chapter 21

Derivatives

Derivatives includes 41 derivatives, which can be viewed, copied to the stack,

printed, or solved.

This chapter covers:

Finding Derivatives

Using Derivatives

Solving Derivatives

Derivatives Referenceo
o
o

o0
o

 

Finding Derivatives

To find Derivatives, install MathePro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Derivatives and press or [>].©
0
0
6
0

©

222 DERIVATIVES 32

SRCAXUIZAXSRCU)
SRCU+V-)=FaleSHOTSRO
 

SRCUXVIZLXSH(VI+VE
EVESR(H)+VENESHL.,

U/VI=CYESROUI-UXSRVVE 5
I~MNI=NZU~(N-1)X3K(WD

[#:Tk[VIEW] [OPTE][SOLVE]
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Using Derivatives

To select a derivative, scroll through the Derivatives section with [a] and [¥]
or search with ISIINIBA. When you have found the desired item:

(Press to display it in a text view.

QO Press or to displayit in a graphics view.

Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

Press to print one or all to a printer.

Press to solve it.

When you have finished with Derivatives, press to go to the previous
screen, to go to the home screen,or to quit MathePro.

Example: Look up a derivative. What is 2tan) ? To search for it, press

EEEENBE, type TAN and press to start searching. The highlight
bar will move to the first match, which is the answer. Press to dis-

play the derivative in a graphics view:

 

o
r(ANCL) ) =SECCU) =i

o

  DERIVATIVES €3
 

When you have finished viewing the derivative, press any key to return to the

previous screen. Press to exit the options menu.

 

Solving Derivatives

All ofthe derivatives are templates for solving, and each template is useful for

solving derivatives ofa particular form. Each form contains one or more “place

holder” variables for you to enter your own functions and constants:

dA, N, and M are place holders for constants with respect to X (such as 10).
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Q U,V, and W are place holders forfunctions ofX (such as In(X) or X3) or

for constants with respect to X (such as 10 or m).

Q If you enter an expression containing a variable other than X (such as 3*Y

or Z2 or R+S) for A, N, M, U, V, or W,it will be treated as constant with

respect to X, and the derivative result will reflect that assumption. If the

other variables are actually functions of X, they must be entered as Y(X),

Z(X), etc., but this means the result may contain derY(X,1), derZ(X,1), etc.,

which represents the user-defined derivatives of Y and Z.

To solve a derivative, scroll through the Derivatives section with [a] and
or search with IFEENIBE. When you have found the desired item, press EOIRYS.

Then replace the place holder variables in the derivative and press to

calculate the derivative.

When you have finished with Derivatives, press to go to the previous

screen, to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.

5 [I(x]
Example: Solve a derivative. What is —x7 This derivative is of the

N

form where U, V, N, and M are place holder variables. For this example,
ym

Uis In(X), Nis 2, Vis X, and M is 3. Press to

move the highlight bar to the appropriate derivative and press SJoIM3. Type in

X for U, 2 for N, X for V, and 3 for M. Press Sev.

  
 

35s SRIUTNAYMD

   
  

 

DERIVATIVE
#iTk[ VIEW]OPTS[SOLVE]  

Press to view the result in a graphics view:

 

(2-3LNCR) ) LNCR) RT

RESULT    
When you have finished viewing the derivative, press any key to return to the

previous screen.
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Derivatives Reference

 

 

(A) 25%) (AL)

2(Us-1) (UV) sy (U4)

Wow gw
Mo MH sf
2(uM 2(LNW) 2(r")

2(ERP(L)) =u) (SIN)

2(cos(w) 2(TAN()) S(T)
2(SECC) 2.(csc(w)) =: (ASIN(L))
2(RC0S(L)) 25 (ATAN(U)) 2(ACOT(W))

2(RSEC(W)) 2(ACSC) 2(SINH(L))

2(COSH(L) ) 2(TANHCL)) 2(COTH())
2(SECH(L)) SESH) 2(AsThH(W))

S(ACOSH(L)  H(ATANHCLY)  S(ACOTH(L))

S(ASECH(L)) 2(ACSCH(W))
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Chapter 22

Greek Alphabet

Greek Alphabet includes 24 Greek characters, which can be viewed.

This chapter covers:

Od Finding Greek Alphabet

 

Finding Greek Alphabet

To find Greek Alphabet, install MathsPro and do the following:

 

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.
® Press INFNNGE to display the MathPro library menu.
© Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

O Movethe highlight bar to Reference and press or [>=].
© Move the highlight bar to Greek Alphabet and press or [>=].

ALPHA Acc ITA 1. RHO PZ
BETA ¢B KAPPA kK SIGMA ¢3
GAMMA T'¥ LAMBDA A» Tal T
DELTA 3A MU WM UPSILON uf
IPSILOINEE NU Nv PHI 2
ZETA 32 SI $= CHI XY
ETA Hw OMIRONOa PSI $s
THETA 98 PI nT OMEGA wi)

GREEK ALPHABET    
® Press any key to return to the previous screen.

(Note that the uppercase and lowercase Greek letters alternate positions.)
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Chapter 23

Hyperbolics

Hyperbolics includes definitions, pictures, relations, angle sum/difference, half

angle, double angle, multiple angle, function product, function sum/difference,

powerrelations, and complex arguments, which can be viewed, copied to the

stack, or printed.

This chapter covers:

Finding Hyperbolics

(Q Using Hyperbolics

 

Finding Hyperbolics

To find Hyperbolics, install MathsPro and do the following:

— HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to Hyperbolics and press or [>=].©
0
0
3
0

4
[HOME]VIEWFINDOPT:[PATH]UP

 

® Move the highlightbarto the desired section and press or [>].
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Using Hyperbolics

To select a hyperbolics formula, move the highlight bar to the desired section

and press or [>]. Then scroll through the Hyperbolics section with

and or search with ISEENIBE. When you have found the desired item:

a

0

a

Q

When you have finished with Hyperbolics, press to go to the previous
screen, [=] to go to the home screen, or to quit MathPro.

Example: What is the definition of sinh(x)? To find it, move the highlight bar

Press to display it in a text view.

Press or to displayit in a graphics view.

Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

Press NOIZHES SIENENEA to print one orall to a printer.

to Definitions and press ENTER] or [>].

  

    
     
  

SINHCIELD=EsIN)
COSH(U=CERPCUI+EXP(-1D)/2
COSHCUI=COSC1X0L)
COSHCEL=COFCU)
TANH(ID=CEXP(L)-EXP(-UNAERPCL.,
SANK=IXTANCIZL)

MEW] JOPT:[||

   

  
  

The first three formulas are possible answers.
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Chapter 24

Integrals

Integrals includes hundreds of integrals, which can be viewed, copied to the

stack, printed, or solved.

This chapter covers:

Finding Integrals

Using Integrals

Solving Integrals

Entering User-Defined Integrals

Integrals Referenceo
o
0
o
o
0
o
o
0
o
o
D

 

Finding Integrals

To find Integrals, install MathePro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Integrals and press or >=].©
0
0
0
0

©

 

2 INTEGRAL5 222

: A+EX
: A+BX.C+DR
- A+B ’

2
3
i:
5: C*gzi"g.8"g-C"g
6: {(A+BX) 4
7: JH2+A"2)

[HOME]VIEL FIND [OPT[PATH]UP
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Using Integrals

To select an integral, move the highlight bar to the desired section and press

or [>]. Then scroll through the Integrals section with [a] and or
search with IEEINIBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

Q Press or to display it in a graphics view.

(J Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

(Press to print one or all to a printer.

(d Press SJoIWAH to solveit.

When you have finished with Integrals, press to go to the previous screen,

[=]Fv to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.

Example: Look up an indefinite integral. Whatis [ tan(x) dx? To find it,

move the highlight bar to 13: Trig. (Other) and press or [>=].

 

UE TRIG, (OTHER) 22

 

The first formula is the answer. Press WANE to view it in a text view:

 

ex 13: TRIG. (OTHER)  
JTANCA*R)=—1A*LN{COS
A¥X))

 PRESS ANY KEY...
 

When you have finished viewing the integral, press any key to return to the

previous screen.
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Solving Integrals

All of the integrals are templates for solving, and each template is useful for

solving integrals of a particular form. Each form contains one or more “place

holder” variables for you to enter your own constants:

a A,B,C,D,N, and M are place holders for constants with respect to X (such

as 10 or m).

(Ifyou enter an expression containing a variable other than X (such as 3Y or

Z? or R+S) for A, B, C, D, N, or M,it will be treated as constant with re-

spect to X, and the integral result will reflect that assumption. Unlike in

Derivatives, the place holder variables cannot be functions of X, because

integration forms are rigidly defined, unlike derivative forms, which can

always accommodate functions of X.

To solve an integral, move the highlight bar to the desired section and press

or [>]. Then scroll through the Integrals section with and or
search with IEENBE. When you have found the desired item, press IRE.

Then replace the place holder variables in the integral and press to cal-

culate the integral.

When you have finished with Integrals, press to go to the previous screen,
to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.

Example (cont.): Look up and solve an indefinite integral. Whatis

[eot(sx)ax This integralis of the form COT(A - X)?, where A is 5. Press

to move the highlight bar to the appropriate integral and press EOIRVE.
Type in 5 for A. Press SelM.

JCOT(RXHI"2

1] I J

[30EE)EhRE

 

INTEGRAL

ESTATEITEIET

 

Press ANSE to view the result in a graphics view:
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—(.2:COT(5¥) )-%+C

RESULT   
The answeris [cot(sx)a = —(.2 cot(5x)) —x+C. In the answer, C represents

a constant of integration, which remains unspecified for the indefinite result.

When you have finished viewing the integral, press any key to return to the

previous screen.

3
Example (cont.): Solve a definite integral. Whatis | cot(5x)dx ? Move the

1
highlight bar to the INDEFINITE field and press IASI. A check mark will be

placed next to the field, the field label will change to DEFINITE, and two new

fields will appear for the limits. Enter 1 for the lower limit and 3 for the upper

limit. (Note: Press if you need to set the angle measure to radians.) Press

SOLVER

JCOT(A%X)"2

 

hi: &
DEFINITE
LOWER LIMIT: 1
FNSWFR
 

INTEGRAL
IEEEITEET

 

3

The answer is | cot(5x)dx = —1.82551592206.
1

 

Entering User-Defined Integrals

In addition to looking up and solving integrals, MathePro allows you to enter

your own user-defined integral forms into the reference table. All user-defined

integral forms are listed in the User-Defined section of Integrals.

MathePro cannot solve any integral you enter. Instead, as explained above,

solving an integral involves selecting an integral form and replacing the place

holder variables in the already stored solution. When you enter a new user-

defined integral form, you must also enter the solution to that integral—either

worked out by hand or copied from a reference book. Then MathePro will be
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able to solve that integral form in the future. MathePro does not actually inte-

grate arbitrary expressions.

This section covers:

O
o
o
o
d
o Adding a User-Defined Integral

Deleting a User-Defined Integral

Editing a User-Defined Integral

Converting Old User-Defined Integrals

Adding a User-Defined Integral

To add a user-defined integral, move the highlight bar to Reference and press

or [>]. Then movethe highlight bar to Integrals and press or [>].

Then movethe highlight bar to 0: User-Defined and press or [>]. Then:

0

®
©

&
©

Press to display the form menu.

Press to add a new user-defined integral form.

Type in the new integral form and press ENTER. See the examples below.

Press to leave the form menu and return to the regular menu.

To solve the new user-defined integral, move the highlight barto it and
press EYoIMYE. For more information, see “Solving Integrals.”

Integral Examples

Example: Indefinite Integrals. All indefinite integral forms should be entered

without limits. The variable of integration will be assumed to be X.

When solving indefinite integral forms, you will be given the option to solve

these forms indefinitely (which will add an integration constant, C) or definitely

(which will allow you to enter limits).

Q The indefinite integral [eostxyax =sin(x) should be entered as:

'"TCOS(X)=SIN(X)'

When solving this integral indefinitely, you will not be allowed to enter

anything because there are no place holder variables. When solving this

integral definitely, you will be allowed to enter the lower and upper limits.
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0 The indefinite integral | ¥ de=2- Zin(a + bx) should be entered as:
a+ bx b b
 

"IXI (A+B*X)=X/B-A/IB"2*LN(A+B*X)

When solving this integral indefinitely, you will be allowed to enter A and

B. When solving this integral definitely, you will be allowed to enter A and

B and the lower and upperlimits.

The indefinite integral [Va + bx dx = - (a+ bx)’ should be entered as:

"IV(A+B*X)=2/(3*B)*v((A+B*X) 3)

When solving this integral indefinitely, you will be allowed to enter A and

B. When solving this integral definitely, you will be allowed to enter A and

B and the lower and upperlimits.

Example: Definite Integrals. All definite integral forms should be entered with

limits and with the variable of integration.

When solving definite integral forms, they will be solved definitely, and you

will not be given the option to enter limits.

Q

0

The definite integral fon)4 = oo should be entered as (°° is I):
x

0

"J (0,0,COS(X)/X,X)=00"'

When solving this integral, you will not be allowed to enter anything,

because there are no place holder variables. (Note: The oe character has no

special meaning to the HP 48—it is merely a variable name, such as X,Y,

or Z. Its presence in this integral is for reference purposes only.)

1

The definite integral [xa - x)" dx = B(m, n) should be entered as:

0

(0,1, X"(M-1)*(1-X)"(N-1),X)=BETA(M,N)"'

When solving this integral, you will be allowed to enter M and N. (Note:

The beta function is not a built-in HP 48 function—it is part of MathePro.)

For more information about integrals, see your HP 48 manual.
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Deleting a User-Defined Integral

To delete a user-defined integral, go to 0: User-Defined and move the highlight

bar to the desired integral. Then:

@® Press to display the form menu.

® Press to delete the highlighted user-integral form.

® Press to leave the form menu and return to the regular menu.

Editing a User-Defined Integral

To edit a user-defined integral, go to 0: User-Defined and move the highlight

bar to the desired integral. Then:

© Press to display the form menu.

® Press to edit the highlighted user-integral form. When finished

editing, press to save changes or [0] to clear the command line and

to abort editing without saving changes.

® Press to leave the form menu and return to the regular menu.

Converting Old User-Defined Integrals

In addition to MathePro, the PocketProfessional Mathematics Pac, Calculus Pac,

and Physics Pac also support user-defined integrals. When you enter the User-

Defined section of Integrals in MathePro, any existing old user-defined integral

data from one of those pacs will automatically be converted to the new format

used by MathePro. The new user-defined integral data is stored in the variable

named 'INTEG' in the { HOME SPARCOM } directory.

However, the original copy ofthe old user-defined integral data will remain in

either the { HOME MATHD } directory (if from the Mathematics Pac) or the

{ HOME SPARCOM } directory (if from the Calculus Pac or Physics Pac).

The old user-defined integral data is stored in the variable named 'USRINTEG'.

If you no longer need the old data, purge the variable named 'USRINTEG'.
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Integrals Reference

1: Elementary Integrals
 

N 1Js dn J di f

Cii” Jue dx JvoN

 

1 

di

(A) dX

1 1 1—Lay d¥ —L
[7 re |e?

Jevpcas) di

17 = dX
A +X

1La
| WeeR®

 

 

 

 

  

[7 mer |mPa nerd

2: A+BX Integrals

|(gi) HRB |r"ax [me

|TT [bre [re [re

|rm —zd [remdi frdi

1 1Law 1
[Fa [Fo  

3: A+BX,C+DX Integrals
 

1 3

=Cow 9 |eR)-(C0)

 
X 2rrr X I”

[am (C+D%) Ee

|
|

1

A+B-¥
C+D-®
 

(A+B) Z-(C+DR)

dX

dX
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4: A+BXAN Integrals

 

   

 
  

  
    

 

 

 

  

 

| os8# =a =a [wsZH

fra* a fr+ [re *

fra* is* 1 no*

5: CA2+XA2,XA2-CA2 Integrals

[2 7d¥ [7 =a

Be J Ek re
?»Fer dn 
 

6: V(A+BX) Integrals
 

  

a N -N
rs rs 2 dx

 

JR+B¥ dX JdX |?Fema |EB

[F+BR [FBR [A+B 1A Foo 2 dy Fat

X 2 1 1
dx g 1 1

{Reb ordX rer7a rerdX

—L ged 4 HN
WC[ER WC [BH (A+B)

~

dX (R+BX)

©
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9: V(A*2-X*2) Integrals
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3 $ 1 [R223 |[2_y2 dy di di| (RP?) ax | 27 ZI | 2

y $2 1 1dy |= ——l——d
3 3 3 3

(r2-4) (2-47) ne oT

1 dy dy | l dy 1 dyTeer [ERR FRAT ER
2.2

BE dy

10: Trig. (SIN) Integrals

[snag ax Jsman? Lx
SIN(AX)

[smn K) SINCNY) di [rerio dv |r dy

1 SIN(AK) SIN(A)
[red di |d |da

11 i” 1 uw |
SINCA-K) (1+SIN(A-K)) SIN(A-K)-(1-SIN(RX)) (1+SIN(RK))
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| 1 | SINR), | SINR),
(1-SIN(AK)) (14SINGRE)) (1-SIN(A))

[rsmuca dX [scan dy |RSINCAX) “di

2 2 ® 3

| SIN(A-R) dX [renin di [rien ok

SIN(A-K) SIN(A-K)3 5 dX

rp

el PE

cy

of
os re ee

    
11: Trig. (COS) Integrals
 

 [cosas di Jessa 24 di
COS(A-K) :

[cos K)-COS(NK) dX [rem dA I-TCH7

1 [mg ye
AvBCoS(R) O° T+COS(AR) T-COS(A)

 

  
1 1

[rm T1+costAR) [em T1-cos(AR)) [amoror

lw OSCR) _ oy OSCAR) _ oy
(1-COS(AK)) (1+C0S(AR)) (1-COS(AK))

[veosan di [#2costa di [vcostan 2d

2 2 RX hd
I COSCRR) dX |reiem a |kem a

ise dy [Fes d¥ | lt
COS(AH)   
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12: Trig. (SIN and COS) Integrals
 

[seas COS(A-K) di [sna COS(NX) dX Jsmucasn?costa

 

 

 

 

M SIN(A-K)SIN(A) COSCAK) dX LI. SINAN| Joma COS(AK) dX 052

2SIN(A-R) LOSCRK)_ somEe dy [ome SINCA) COS(AR)

2 2
SIN(K) 1 COS(C-K)Ia] dy |e)
et Ferma Ls

SIN(CH) COS(CH) COS(CX) i” SIN(CK) i”
RCOS(CH) ZBSINCR 2 ACOS(CR)+BSINCCH®) |ASIN(CK) +B-LOS(CR)

SINCA) SIN(AX) COS(A)
Eta [a di [de

COSCAR) SIN(AX) i” SINCAK) a
I-SIN(A%) COSCAR) -(1+C0S(ARI) COSCA) -(1-COSCAY))

COS(AK) i" COS(AK) ox 1 I”
SINCA®) (1+SINGAR)) |SINCAR) -(1-SIN(AX)) SINCAR) +COS(AR)

 
i 1 {

|r’dA [rmSSINGAR) O° |resr-smm da

| 1 a | ReSINCK) R-SINGK) 

 

AZCOSC) 2-82SINC) 1+C0S(R) 1-COS(H)

COS(A-K) COS(A-K)
2

[1+625INGRR) [1-82snean?
dR   

 

  

13: Trig. (Other) Integrals
 

[ances di Jeorcas) di Jseccan) di Jseccas) dy

  
Jesccas) di [esceas do [1mice2 Jeon2
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14: Inverse Trigonometric Integrals
 

[rsmcaso dX [costa dH [rence dX

[concen di [peeccas) di [pesccas) di

[resincas) dn [cosAK) dX [manga di

|%.ACOT(AX) dX JASEC(AK) dX ®-ACSC(A-K) d¥

  

   = ASIN(A:#) di = ACOS(AX) dX
1-RZ7 I1-RZ4° 

ne8) te#4 me8) 4

EGRg I   
15: Logarithmic Integrals
 

 

[wucase dX [#uncan dy Juve "a

Jogo"dy [ear fro

[#ico"s Ea | {fFa

| Lu(i) a Jue? dX [ue du

 JobeFEa flo   
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16: Exponential Integrals
 

1
[eben ax

[tones dit

(1+A-X)

 [EE COS(BK) dX

[epee di J¥ EXP(AK) dX

[fea

Jreel+2 dx

[een dx

di
EXP(A-K)

B+C-EXP(R-X)

[eecas) SIN(B) dX

 

17: Hyperbolic Integrals
 

 

 |RACSCH(K) di

[smc dy [costco dy [rac dy COTH(X) dX

[schX) di [sone dy J¥SINR) di [eoshe dx

[secu TANHCK) arscheOHO [apm2a Jess2

[TACa [comic SECH() dX Jescncn?a

SEdx Jes d¥ AcosH{& ax [eya

acon]Bl [secre dK [esc di fna 
[eos dX fe) di fron) a [sche dX   
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18: Definite Integrals
 

  

  

 

1 o @ H
M=-1 N-1 1 1 N{on™ ay Lay —L 2

l, E o (1H) IR AlAE-42) dx

z z @SINC SIN
SING) ly cose) dy | LyaN

8 a 0 8

SUTGE COS(H) ignTAN WH0°
a a

SINK)gy SINGH) 4 1 (ore.A) dX
y , TANCK) 0

a a

0 B iy o

Eel) dy |elas? di |eel-ni) di |reel? di [eee di  
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Chapter 25

Quadric Surfaces

Quadric surfaces includes 17 quadric surfaces, which can be viewed, copied to

the stack, or printed.

This chapter covers:

Finding Quadric Surfaces
(Using Quadric Surfaces

 

Finding Quadric Surfaces

To find Quadric Surfaces, install Math*Pro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.
HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to Quadric Surfaces and press or [>].©
0
0
3
0

©

QUADRIC SURFACES
e.' CoMhyBoles]

BBREeBYEBe2rg/Cd=1
Argd/aa+yYglg-2"2/Cg=-1
A~g/A"g+Y2’2-22/C"g=0
Hea/ata+yYglprg+2e/C"e=0 4

REAL ELLIPSHiD
VIEW]|
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Using Quadric Surfaces

To select a quadric surface, scroll through the Quadric Surfaces section with

and or search with ISEENIBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

QO Press or [=]WANETA to display it in a graphics view.

Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

WEY] OPTS SIZNINN to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with Quadric Surfaces, press to go to the previous

screen, to go to the home screen,or to quit MathPro.

Example: What is the equation for a realelliptic cylinder? To search forit, first

press or to toggle the position of the quadric surface equations and

the descriptions (the help text), because only searches the information

shown on the main display area (not the help text). Then type

IER, type CYLINDER and press to start the search. The highlight bar

will move to the first match, which is the answer. Press to display the

quadric surface in a text view:

 

QUADRIC *URFACES  

Xe2sAat2+yrz2sBre=1

REAL ELLIPTIC CYLINDER

PRESS ANY KEY..    
When you have finished viewing the constant, press any key to return to the

previous screen. Press to exit the options menu.
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Chapter 26

Series

Series includes Taylor, binomial, exponential/logarithmic, and trigonometric/

hyperbolic series, which can be viewed, copied to the stack, or printed.

This chapter covers:

a Finding Series

Using Series

 

Finding Series

To find Series, install MathePro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Series and press or [>].e
0
0
0

©

bh hl 1 IG

EXPONENTIALLOGARITHMIC
TRIGOMOMETRIC/HYPERBOLIC

[HOME|WIEFINDOPT:[PATH]UP
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Using Series

To select a series, move the highlight bar to the desired section and press

or [>]. Then scroll through the Series section with and or search with
EEEDBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

0 Press or to display it in a graphics view.

(Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

0 Press KSEEES SIENNA to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with Series, press to go to the previous screen,
to go to the home screen, or to quit MathPro.

Example: Whatis the series definition of €? To find it, move the highlight bar

to Exponential/Logarithmic and press or [>].

 

araMEMeR5

RiisSETHENCINN
LMSE1/CN+LECH1)/H1(N+1)

(RI=Z(=-1)"N/(N+1IX(H-11"(N+1)
ENE:TIENRedDethelon
 

 

ATE WEW]_[OPTE]|

The first formula is the answer. Press WANE to view it in a text view:

 

$508 EXPONENTIALLOGARITHMIC S588

e=Z1-M!

 PRESS ANY KEY..

When you have finished viewing the series, press any key to return to the previ-

ous screen.
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Chapter 27

Sl Prefixes

SI Prefixes includes 20 SI prefixes, which can be viewed, copied to the stack, or

printed. (SI is an abbreviation for Le Systeme International d’Unites.)

This chapter covers:

Q Finding SI Prefixes
OQ Using SI Prefixes

 

Finding SI Prefixes

To find SI Prefixes, install MathePro and do the following:

e HP 48GX users: Press to display availablelibraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>].

Move the highlight bar to SI Prefixes and press or [>=].©
0
0
0
0

22 51 PREFIXES 223

4

[MEW][OPTS[aR]|
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Using SI Prefixes

To select an SI prefix, scroll through the SI Prefixes section with and
or search with IEEENIBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

Press IIRES to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with SI Prefixes, press to go to the previous
screen, to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.
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Chapter 28

Transforms

Transforms includes definitions, Fourier finite sine, Fourier finite cosine,

Fourier sine, Fourier cosine, Fourier transforms, Laplace transforms, and Z

transforms, which can be viewed, copied to the stack, or printed.

This chapter covers:

QQ Finding Transforms

Using Transforms

 

Finding Transforms

To find Transforms, install MathePro and do the following:

HP 48GX users: Press [=] to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start Math*Pro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Transforms and press or [>].©
0
0
0
0

©

 

[HOME]VIEW |FIND [OPT:[PATH]UP |
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Using Transforms

To select a transform, move the highlight bar to the desired section and press

or [>=]. Then scroll through the Transforms section with and or
search with ISEINIBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

Q Press or to displayit in a graphics view.

Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

Press to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with Transforms, press to go to the previous

screen, to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.

Example: Whatis the definition of the Fourier transform? To find it, move the

highlight bar to Definitions and press or [>=].

 

FEio0TCETIETCO.oFCDESINC
FC()=fedmxice.«FCRIZCOSCOL
FLo=1A/T (BXIX(=22FCRIXERR..
FCEI=T00, «0ERP(-SXTIXF(T).T)
 

FINITE FOURTER “SINE
[#:Tk[VIEW] [OPT[pEsc]|

 

Move the highlight bar down the list to read the help text and find the definition.

(It is the fifth formula.) Press to view it in a graphics view:

 

 

cL cy pgflar=pl=]7 FiEPC

FOURIER TRANSFORM <3    
Press and to scroll. When you have finished viewing the transform,

press any key to return to the previous screen.
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Chapter 29

Trigonometry

Trigonometry includes definitions, pictures, relations, reductions, angle

sum/difference, half angle, double angle, multiple angle, function product,

function sum/difference, power relations, exponential relations, and quadrant

signs, which can be viewed, copied to the stack, or printed.

This chapter covers:

QQ Finding Trigonometry

Using Trigonometry

 

Finding Trigonometry

To find Trigonometry, install MathePro and do the following:

e
I
~

HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [=].

Move the highlight bar to Trigonometry and press or [>].

% TRIGONOMETRY &

BLE ANGLE
ULTIFLE ANGLE +
EERCEGEETI ETE

 

Movethe highlight barto the desired section and press or [>].
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Using Trigonometry

To select a trigonometry formula, move the highlight bar to the desired section

and press or [>]. Then scroll through the Trigonometry section with

and or search with EIEEINBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

QO Press or to display it in a graphics view.

QQ Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

Press to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with Trigonometry, press to go to the previous
screen, to go to the home screen, or to quit MathePro.

Example: What is the expanded form of sin(o+)? To find it, move the high-

light bar to Angle Sum/Difference and press or [>=].

 

2 ANGLE SUHDIFFERENCE

TANC-BI=(TAN(XI-TANCED)/(1+T.0

 

MEW] [opts]||

The first formula is the answer. Press WANE to view it in a text view:

 

 

ANGLE >UM/DIFFEREMNCE 53

 

)*COSCED

PRESS ANY KEY...
 

When you have finished viewing the formula, press any key to return to the

previous screen.
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Chapter 30

Vectors

Vectors includes definitions, dot products, cross products, del operator, gradi-

ent, divergence, curl, and Laplacian, which can be viewed, copied to the stack,

or printed.

This chapter covers:

Finding Vectors

( Using Vectors

 

Finding Vectors

To find Vectors, install MathePro and do the following:

e
0
0
0

© HP 48GX users: Press to display available libraries.

HP 48SX users: Press to display available libraries.

Press to display the MathePro library menu.

Press to start MathePro and show the home screen.

Move the highlight bar to Reference and press or [>=].

Move the highlight bar to Vectors and press or [>=].

E11 aD ’

DEL OPERATOR
GRADIENT
DIVERGENCE
LAPLACIAN

[HOME|WIEKFIND[OPTS]PATH]UP

 

Movethe highlight barto the desired section and press or [>].
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Using Vectors

To select a vector formula, move the highlight bar to the desired section and

press or [>]. Then scroll through the Vectors section with [a] and [¥] or
search with IEEEINBE. When you have found the desired item:

Press to display it in a text view.

QO Press or to display it in a graphics view.

(J Press to copy one or all to the HP 48 stack.

0 Press KEEES SIENNA to print one or all to a printer.

When you have finished with Vectors, press to go to the previous screen,

to go to the home screen, or to quit MathsPro.

Example: What is the definition of divergence? To find it, move the highlight

bar to Divergence and press or [>].

DIYERGEMCE 2

] H EF y 1 al ak

SR(FRI+JV(FY)+22(F2)
1/RXSR(RXFR)+1/RXD0(F8)+22(F2)
1/R"2%3R(R*2XFRI+1/(RXZINC(OIIA.,

 

DEFINITION

#iTR[ VIEW] [OPTE[pEsc]|

 

The first formula is the answer. Press WANE to view it in a text view:

35% DIVERGENCE 33%

 

DIVC(F)=v-F

DEFINITION

PRESS ANY KEY...   
When you have finished viewing the vector formula, press any key to return to

the previous screen.
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Chapter 31

Programmable Commands

This chapter covers programming with MathePro and includes a summary of

the programmable commands. Each of these commands can be executed di-

rectly from the HP 48 stack or included in user programs. For more information

about programming, see the HP 48 manual.

This chapter covers:

Finding Commands

Object Syntax

Mathematics Commands

Algebraic Functions

Arithmetic Functions

CurveFitting Functions

Hyperbolic Functions

Integration Functions

Special Functions
Trigonometric Functionso

o
o
d
o
o
o
o
p

 

Finding Commands

To find a programmable command from the stack, install MathePro and either:

QQ Type in the command name.

To do this, type followed by the command name.

Q Use the MathePro library menu to find the command.

To do this, press (48GX) or (48SX) and INENEEN.

J Use the CMDSMATH command menus to find the command.

To do this, press (48GX) or (48SX) and CMDS|

Only the first two methods will work if the command line is active.
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Object Syntax

These are the various objects listed as inputs or outputsin this chapter.

 

 

    
 

 

 

Object Syntax Description Examples

xyabecd Real number 1.523 5.55 10

m n Positive integer (real number) 123

(x,y) Complex number or rectangular point (0,1) (1,2) (1.5,-3.3)

z Real or complex number 1.523 (0,1)

X_unit Real number with units 10_m/s 20.587ft

{list} List of objects {223} {(0,1)(1,2)}

[array] Real or complex array [123] [(0,1)(1,2)]

'name’ Global or local name XY 'Z

'symb' Algebraic expression or name 'SIN(X)' 'LN(2)' 'X'

T/F 0 (False) or 1 (True) 01

Mathematics Commands

These are the commands in the MathePro library menu.

Name Description Input(s) Output

MATH Run MathePro - —

ABOUTMATH About MathePro - -

CMDSMATH MathesPro Commands - —

GOMATH Go MathePro {list} —

CONS Constants 'name’ X_unit     
GOMATH: Go Mathe*Pro

For more information, see Chapter 32, “Programmable Screens.”

CONS: Constants

This command provides programmable access to the values of the constants in

the Constants reference table. The value of the constant will be returned with

units if user flag 61 is clear or without units if user flag 61 is set. (For more

information, see Appendix C, “User Flags.”) CONS can be used in an algebraic

expression, such as 'CONS(h), or in a user program, such as « 'h' CONS ».

CONSis also affected by system flags -2 and -3, which control symbolic con-

stants and numeric results—ifeither flag -2 or -3 is set, 'h' CONS will return a
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numeric value, but if both are clear, 'h' CONS will return 'CONS(h)', which will

only evaluate to a numeric value after J. To replace a built-in constant with a

different value, you can place an override constant in a variable named “$”fol-

lowed by the constant name, such as '$h'.

Example: Create an equation with a constant. The mass-energy relation is

. To write this as an HP 48 equation which accesses the speed oflight

constant included in MathePro, use the equation:

'E=m*CONS(c) "2"

This equation will call the command CONS to access the value of the speed of

light constant, c. The value of ¢ will be returned as 299792458m/sif flag 61 is

clear (units on), or as 299792458 ifflag 61 is set (units off).

Example: Override a built-in constant. To solve gravitational problems on the
moon (instead of the Earth), the acceleration of gravity, g, must be overridden.

To override the built-in value of 9.80665 m/s (the gravitational acceleration at

the surface of the Earth), store the value 1.55 m/s into the variable '$Sg'. The

value ofg will now be returned by CONS as 1.55 m/s. To return to the original

value, purge the variable '$g' from user memory.

 

Algebraic Functions

These commands are found in the FSIVPEN FXNEIEE menu.

 

 

     

Name Description Input(s) Output

DELTA Delta Function 'symb;' 'symby,’ T/F

PFEC Partial Fraction Expansion, Coefs| [array] [array] 'symb'

PFER Partial Fraction Expansion, Roots| [array] [array,] 'symb'

POLYC Polynomial Coefficients [array] [array,]

POLYE Polynomial Equation [array] 'name' 'symb'

POLYR Polynomial Roots [array] [array,]

PWISE Piecewise Functions — -

SIMPL Symbolic Simplification 'symb,' 'symb,'

TYLRA Taylor Polynomial 'symb;' ‘name’ X y 'symb,'
 

For more information, see Chapter 3, “Algebraic Functions.”
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Arithmetic Functions

These commands are found in the KEINE EEX:REEEE menu.

 

 

     
 

 

 

     

 

 

 

Name Description Input(s) Output

FRACT Closest Fraction 'symb,' m 'symb,’

GCD Greatest Common Divisor m; m, n

LCM Least Common Multiple m; m, n

LOGA Logarithm, Any Base 'symb' 2; zy

NROOT Nth Roots of a Number zn {list}

PRIME Prime Factorization n {list}

REDUC Reduce Fraction mj ny my ny

For more information, see Chapter 4, “Arithmetic Functions.”

Curve Fitting Functions

These commands are found in the menu.

Name Description Input(s) Output

PINTR Polynomial Interpolation [array] [array,]

PTSLP Point-Slope Fit x,y) a [array]

SPLIN Cubic Spline Fit (X1,¥1) a(X9,y9) b [array]

For more information, see Chapter 5, “Curve Fitting Functions.”

Hyperbolic Functions

These commands are found in the menu.

Name Description Input(s) Output

COTH Hyperbolic Cotangent zy 25

SECH Hyperbolic Secant z; z,

CSCH Hyperbolic Cosecant z) zy

ACOTH Inverse Hyperbolic Cotangent z) zy

ASECH Inverse Hyperbolic Secant z zy

ACSCH Inverse Hyperbolic Cosecant al zy     
For more information, see Chapter 6, “Hyperbolic Functions.”
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Integration Functions

These commands are found in the FVsEN HMINAKEN menu.

 

 

      
 

 

 

Name Description Input(s) Output

LEFT Left Rectangles ab 'symb' m c

RIGHT Right Rectangles ab'symb' m Cc

MIDPT Midpoint Rectangles ab'symb'm Cc

TRAPZ Trapezoidal Method ab 'symb' m Cc

SIMPS Simpson’s Rule ab 'symb' m Cc

For more information, see Chapter 7, “Integration Functions.”

Special Functions

These commands are found in the menu.

Name Description Input(s) Output

BETA Beta Function ab Cc

ERF Error Function X y

ERFC Complementary Error Function X y

GAMMA Gamma Function X y

JO JO Bessel Function X y

J1 J1 Bessel Function X y

IN JN Bessel Function Xn y

YO YO Bessel Function X y

Yl Y1 Bessel Function X y

YN YN Bessel Function Xn y     
 

For more information, see Chapter 8, “Special Functions.”
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Trigonometric Functions

These commands are found in the KSY3FEE RIGEEEN menu.

 

 

    

Name Description Input(s) Output

COT Cotangent z) zy

SEC Secant al z,

CSC Cosecant A z5

ACOT Inverse Cotangent z) zy

ASEC Inverse Secant z) z,

ACSC Inverse Cosecant z; 4)
 

For more information, see Chapter 9, “Trigonometric Functions.”
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Chapter 32

Programmable Screens

MathePro is designed to allow you to jump directly to any Analysis, Equation,

or Reference screen from the HP 48 stack with the GOMATH command.

This chapter covers programming with MathePro and includes a summary of

the screens in MathePro. For more information about programming, see

Chapter 31, “Programmable Commands” and the HP 48 manual.

This chapter covers:

GOMATH: Go MathePro

Analysis Screens

Equations Screens

Reference Screensc
o
o
p

 

GOMATH: Go Math<Pro

This command provides programmable access to the MathePro screens. The

input to GOMATH is a path list indicating which screen to display.

Example: Browse Constantsfrom the HP 48 stack. To go directly to the

Constantsreference table from the HP 48 stack,type 3 1 to

put the list { 3 1 } on the stack. Then press (HP 48GX) or (HP 48SX)
and and the Constants screen will appear.

Example: Browse Constantsfrom a user program. To make a program which

goes directly to the Constants reference table from the HP 48 stack, type

<=] 3 1 to put the program
« {31} GOMATH »on the stack. Then type GOCONS to

put the name 'GOCONS' on the stack. Finally, press to store the program

into GOCONS. To execute GOCONS from the HP 48 stack, press

and the Constants screen will appear. The program could also be stored in your

custom menu for quick access. For more information, see the HP 48 manual.
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Analysis Screens

This is a summary of the MathePro Analysis screens and their corresponding

path lists for use with the GOMATH command.

 

 

Menu Item Path

Home {}

Analysis {1}

Algebraic Functions {11}

Delta Function {111}

Partial Fraction Expansion {112}

Piecewise Functions {113}

Polynomial Coefficients {114}

Polynomial Equation {115}

Polynomial Roots {116}

Symbolic Simplification {117}

Taylor Polynomial {118}

Arithmetic Function {12}

Closest Fraction {121}

Greatest Common Divisor {122}

Least Common Multiple {123}

Logarithm, Any Base {124}

Nth Roots of a Number {125}

Prime Factorization {126}

Reduce Fraction {127}

Curve Fitting Functions {13}

Polynomial Interpolation {131}

Point-Slope Fit {132}

Cubic Spline Fit {133}

Hyperbolic Functions {14}

Integration Functions 5}

Special Functions {16}

Bessel Functions {161}

Beta Function {162}

Error Functions {163}

Gamma Function {164}

Trigonometric Functions {17}    
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Equations Screens

This is a summary of the Math*Pro Equations screens and their corresponding

path lists for use with the GOMATH command.

 

 

  

Menu Item Path

Home {}

Equations {2}

Analytic Geometry {21}

Parabola {211}

Ellipse {212}

Hyperbola {213}

Circles {22}

Circle {221}

Sector and Segment {222}

Circular Ring {223}

Semicircle {224}

Coordinate Systems {23}

XY © Polar {231}

XYZ «> Cylindrical {232}
XYZ «> Spherical {233}

Cylinders and Cones {24}

Right Circular Cylinder {241}
Thin Cylindrical Shell {242}

Thick Cylindrical Shell {243}

Uniform Thin Rod {244}

Right Circular Cone {245}

Frustum of Cone {246}

Planar Bounded Solids {25}

Cube {251}

Rectangular Parallelepiped {252}

Pyramid {253}

Tetrahedron {254}

Polygons {26}

Rectangle {261}

Parallelogram {262}

Rhombus {263}

Trapezoid {264}

General Quadrilateral {265}

Regular Polygons {266}

Spherical Figures {27}

Sphere {271}
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Hemisphere

Thin Spherical Shell

Thick Spherical Shell

Zone and Segment of 1 Base

Zone and Segment of 2 Bases

Ellipsoid

Circular Torus

Triangles

Right Triangle

Equilateral Triangle

General Triangle

Laws of SIN, COS, TAN  

(272)
{273}
{274}
{275}
{276}
{277}
{278}
{28}
(281)
{282}
{283}
{284}
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Reference Screens

This is a summary of the MathePro Reference screens and their corresponding

path lists for use with the GOMATH command.

 

 

  

Menu Item Path

Home {}

Reference {3}

Constants {31}

Derivatives {32}

Greek Alphabet {33}

Hyperbolics {34}

Definitions {341}

Pictures {342}

Relations {343}

Angle Sum/Difference {344}

Half Angle {345}

Double Angle {346}

Multiple Angle {347}

Function Product {348}

Function Sum/Difference {349}

Power Relations {3410}

Complex Arguments {3411}

Integrals {35}

0: User-Defined {351}

1: Elementary {352}

2: A+BX {353}

3: A+BX,C+DX {354}

4: A+BX"N {355}

5: CM2+X"2,X"2-CN2 {356}

6: V(A+BX) {357}
7: (X"2+A2) {358}
8: V(X"2-A"2) {359}

9: V(A2-X"2) {3510}
10: Trig. (SIN) {3511}

11: Trig. (COS) {3512}

12: Trig. (SIN and COS) {3513}

13: Trig. (Other) {3514}

14: Inverse Trigonometric {3515}

15: Logarithmic {3516}
16: Exponential {3517}

17: Hyperbolic {3518}
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18: Definite

Quadric Surfaces

Series

Taylor

Binomial

Exponential/Logarithmic

Trigonometric/Hyperbolic

SI Prefixes

Transforms

Definitions

Fourier Finite Sine

Fourier Finite Cosine

Fourier Sine

Fourier Cosine

Fourier Transforms

Laplace Transforms

Z Transforms

Trigonometry

Definitions

Pictures

Relations

Reductions

Angle Sum/Difference

Half Angle

Double Angle

Multiple Angle
Function Product

Function Sum/Difference

Power Relations

Exponential Relations

Quadrant Signs

Vectors

Dot Products

Cross Products

Del Operator

Gradient

Divergence

Curl

Laplacian  

{3519}
{36}
{37}
{371}
{372}
{373}
{374}
{38}
{39}
{391}
{392}
{393}
{394}
{395}
{396}
{397}
{398}
{310}
{3101}
{3102}
{3103}
{3104}
{3105}
{3106}
{3107}
{3108}
{3109}
{31010}
{31011}
£31012)
{31013}
{311}
(3111)
{3112}
{3113}
{3114}
{3115}
{3116}
{3117}
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Chapter 33

Advanced Use of the Solver

This chapter covers advanced use of the solver in the Equations section.

Creating a Working Directory

How are Multiple Equations Solved?

Using Guesses to Improve Solving

Solver IconsC
o
o

 

Creating a Working Directory

Every time the solver solves an equation, it stores the variable values into your

HP 48 user memory, in the directory you were at when you ran MathePro. If

you would prefer to organize the equation variables into a specific subdirectory

in your HP 48 user memory, follow these steps:

Quit MathePro to the HP 48 stack.

Press to go to the HOME directory of your HP 48.

Press to display the variables in the HOME directory.

Decide on a name for the work subdirectory (e.g., WORK).

Type WORK to put the name on the stack.

Type CRDIR to create the subdirectory 'WORK' in your
HOME directory. It should appear in the variable menu as NCEE.

9
0
D

Q

You have now created the subdirectory { HOME WORK }. In order to store all

equation variables created by Math*Pro in { HOME WORK }, each time you

run the software,first follow these steps:

© Press to go to the HOME directory of your HP 48.

® Press to display the variables in the HOME directory.

® Press to switch to the { HOME WORK } subdirectory.

© Start MathePro, as described in Chapter 1, “Getting Started.”

For more information on directories, see the HP 48 manual.
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How are Multiple Equations Solved?

The solver in the Equations section of MathePro is a systematic solver, not a

simultaneous one. For example, the solver can solve this set of equations,

provided it is given a known value ofeither x or y:

x+y+z=5

x+y=3

However, the solver cannot solve this set of equations, when neither x or y is

known in advance:

The solveriterates through a set of equations, searching for an equation with
only one unknown variable. When an equation satisfying this requirementis

found, the solver uses the built-in HP 48 root-finder to solve for the unknown

variable. After the value is found, that variable is marked as found, and the

solver continues to search. The solver does not terminate its search until one of

three conditions occurs:

© All equations are solved, and all unknown variables are found.

® All variables marked as wanted are found.

® No more equations can be solved, because all remaining unsolved equa-

tions have more than one unknown variable.

All variables for which values are found in a solving operation are marked with

a shaded circle at the solver screen.

 

Using Guesses to Improve Solving

Pressing calls the built-in HP 48 root-finder to solve each equation.

The root-finder requires an initial value on which to base its search for the solu-

tion. If no value exists, the solver uses a default guess of 1, but you can provide

a guess to override that value. The root-finder then generates pairs of interme-

diate values and interpolates between them to find the solution. The time re-

quired to find the solution (the root) depends on how close the initial guessis to
the actual solution.
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You can shorten the solution time by providing a guess close to the expected

solution. Goto the solver screen and move the highlight bar to the variable in

question, and enter a guess. The variable will automatically be marked as

known, so move the highlight bar back to the variable and press or

to unmark the variable as known, so it will be calculated by the solver. Then

press and the solver will use the current value as the initial guess for the
variable.

There is another advantage to using a guess, which is that you can help the

solverfind a specific solution to an equation which may have multiple valid

solutions or roots.

Example: Imagine solving the equation x* =9. Possible solutions include 3

and -3. Both of these solutions are right, but which one do you want? If you

enter a guess of -1 for x, the solver will find the -3 solution, but if you enter a

guess of 1 for x (which is the default guess), the solver will find the 3 solution.

Depending on which solution you want, you may have to enter a guess forx.

 

Solver Icons

At the Solver screen, the status of variables is indicated by icons which appear

to the left of the variable name. You control the presence of some ofthe icons,

and the solver controls the presence of the other icons.

To display the icon screen from the Solver screen, press INJOINE.

 

 

35% SOLVER ICONS 3
OHN: TOLVE IF POSSIE
ED: SOLVE. THEN STOP
IEEDEFINED

GLUTION CEXTREMUM)
OLUTION (BAD GUESZ)
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Press any key to return to the previous screen.

User-Controlled Icons

You control the presence of unknown (blank icon), known, and wanted icons by

pressing IENOITA or KIZ-XYRA.

QQ UNKNOWN: Solve ifpossible. The solver will calculate the values ofall

unknown variables, unless it first stops because all wanted variables have

been found. As a result of a calculation, the solver may change the status
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of unknown variables to solution found or no solution. However, if there

are not enough known variables to solve for the unknown variable, the

status will remain unchanged as unknown.

KNOWN: User-defined. The values of the known variables are used to

calculate the values of the unknown and wanted variables. The solver will

not change the status of known variables.

WANTED: Solve, then stop. The solver will calculate the values of all

wanted variables and then stop. While solving for the wanted variables, the

solver may also have to calculate the values of some unknown variables in

order to find solutions to the wanted variables. As a result of a calculation,

the solver may change the status of wanted variables to solution found or

no solution. However, if there are not enough known variables to solve for

the wanted variable, the status will remain unchanged as wanted.

Solver-Controlled Icons

The solver controls the presence of solution found and no solution icons. Each

time you change a value or press EIOJMVYIS to start a new calculation, the solution

found and no solution icons are all removed and the variables reset to unknown.

| SOLUTION FOUND: Solutionfound. A solution found icon indicates a

solution has been found for the variable. Solutions may be indicated either

as zeros or sign reversals, both of which are accurate solutions.

NO SOLUTION: Extremum. An extremum icon indicates a solution has

not been found for the variable. This occurs when the solver finds a point

where the value of the variable being solved approximates a local minimum

or maximum, or when the largest (MAXR) or smallest —MAXR) range of

numbers is encountered.

NO SOLUTION: Bad guess. A bad guess icon indicates a solution has not

been found for the variable. This occurs when the initial guess for the vari-

able is outside the domain of the equation. An example ofthis is a negative

value inside a square root, which will cause a bad guess error, because the

solver does not support complex numbers.

NO SOLUTION: Constant? A constant icon indicates a solution has not

been found for the variable. This occurs when the value of the variable is

the same at every point sampled across the domain of the equation.

For more information, see Chapter 10, “Equation Tutorial.”
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Chapter 34

Advanced Use of the Plotter

This chapter covers advanced use ofthe plotter in the Equations section.

a How are Equations Plotted?

 

How are Equations Plotted?

To plot an equation, it must be in the form y = f(x), where x represents the

independent variable and y the dependent variable. The plotter must be able to

isolate the dependent variable on the left side of the equation before plotting.

Forthis reason, there are equations in which certain variables should not be

selected as the dependent variable, because they cannot be isolated.

Example: How can the law ofCosines be plotted? The equation is:

a® = b> +c? —2bccos(6a)

where a, b, and c are the three triangle sides and 0a is the angle opposite side a.

In this equation, any variable can be selected as the independent variable, but

only a and 0a should be selected as the dependentvariable, because b and ¢
appear more than once in the equation.
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This table shows the possible combinations of the independent and dependent

variables for the law of Cosines equation and shows exactly what form the

equation takes for plotting in each case.

 

Dependent Independent Isolated Equation
 

a b a= f(b) = 1b? +c* —2bccos(6a)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a ¢ a= f(c)=+b% +c? —2bccos(6a)

a 0a a= f(6a) = b* +c? — 2bccos(a)
b a Cannot isolate b

b Cannot isolate b

b Oa Cannot isolate b

c a Cannotisolate ¢

c b Cannot isolate ¢

c Oa Cannot isolate ¢

Oa : Oa = f(a) So cos'{£2222
—2bc
 

Oa b 1a

   0 c 2_32_ 2
2 a= flo) =o£22   

When isolating a or 0a, the plotter also automatically selects the principal value

(or branch) of the solution,if there are multiple solutions. Observe that the first

three equations also have a negative solution to the square root, but the principal

solution is the positive one, so that is whatis used for plotting.

After plotting an equation, to examine the form of the actual equation which

was plotted, quit MathePro and look at the variable 'EQ' in the user memory of

your HP 48. (Note: 'EQ'is not created until the plot is drawn.)
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Appendix A

Warranty and Service

This appendix covers:

PocketProfessional Support

Limited 60 Day Warranty

If a Card Requires Service

O
C
o
0
0
0

Environmental Limits

 

PocketProfessional Support

If you have questions about using your PocketProfessional software and cannot

find the answers in this manual or your HP 48 manual, contact Sparcom

Corporation in one of the following ways:

0 E-Mail

From Internet: support@sparcom.com

From Compuserve: >Internet:support@sparcom.com

From FidoNet: To:support@sparcom.com

Standard Mail

Sparcom Corporation

Attn: Technical Support

897 NW Grant Avenue

Corvallis, OR 97330, USA

Telephone

(503) 757-8416, Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Pacific Time

Facsimile

(503) 753-7821
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Limited Sixty Day Warranty

A PocketProfessional plug-in card is warranted by Sparcom Corporation against

defects in material and workmanship for sixty days from the date of original

purchase. The warranty is transferable and remains in effect for the original

sixty day period. During the warranty period, we will repair or replace (at no

charge) a product that proves to be defective, provided you return the product

and proof of purchase, shipping prepaid, to Sparcom Corporation.

This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by accident or

misuse or as the result of service or modification by any entity other than

Sparcom Corporation. No other warranty is given. Products are sold on the ba-

sis of specifications applicable at the time of manufacture. Sparcom

Corporation has no obligation to modify or update products, once sold.

 

If a Card Requires Service

Sparcom Corporation will repair a card, or replace it with the same model or

one of equal or better functionality, whether it is under warranty or not. Cards

are usually serviced and re-shipped within five working days.

Service Charge

There is a fixed charge for out-of-warranty repairs, subject to the customer’s

applicable localsales or value-added tax, and is individually determined.

Shipping Instructions

If your card requires service, call Sparcom Corporation for a Return

Merchandise Authorization number (RMA). Also:

© Include your return address and a description of the problem.

® Include your RMA number with the merchandise.

© Include a proof of purchase date if the warranty has not expired.

® Include a purchase order, along with a check or credit card number and

expiration date (VISA or MasterCard), to cover the standard repair charge,

if applicable.
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© Ship your card, postage prepaid, in protective packaging adequate to pre-

vent damage. Shipping damage is not covered by the warranty, so insuring

the shipment is recommended. Ship the package to:

Sparcom Corporation

RMA #

897 NW Grant Avenue

Corvallis, OR 97330, USA

 

Environmental Limits

The reliability of a PocketProfessional plug-in card depends upon the following

temperature and humidity limits:

© Operating Temperature: 0 to 45° C (32 to 113° F).

© Storage Temperature: —20 to 60° C (4 to 140° F).

© Operating and Storage Humidity: 90% relative humidity at 40° C

(104° F) maximum.
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Appendix B

Key Summary

This appendix covers:

c
o
o

o
0
o
o Options Menu Key Summary

Home Screen Key Summary

Analysis Screen Key Summary

Equation Screen Key Summary

Solver Screen Key Summary

Plotter Screen Key Summary

Reference Screen Key Summary

 

Options Menu Key Summary

 

Key Action
 

FONT
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VIEW

F1ND

PATH

EXIT

he
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m
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IC
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-
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[]
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[]

[]

  

Changes the scrolling speed of the highlight bar.

Toggles units on or off.

Toggles display of help text at the bottom of the screen.

Toggles font size between large and small.

Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate).

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displaysthe highlighted item in a text view. Press or
to show the item in a graphics view.

Searches for the specified character orstring.

Prints one or all of the items shown to an HP 48 printer.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Leaves the options menu.   
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Home Screen Key Summary
 

Key Action
 

BOU

VIEW

FIND

OPTS

Ns

QUIT

HOME

| Displays product information and software revision.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Searchesfor the specified character or string.

Displays the options menu.

Displays screens chosen to reach the current screen.

Quits MathePro and returns to the HP 48 stack.

Goes to the home screen.

up Goes to the previous screen. 
 

 

 

  

Key Action

or Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight barto top or bottom ofscreen.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goesto the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section.

or Goesto the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

= Goes to the custom settings screen.

or Goesto the first or second page of the options menu.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.
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Analysis Screen Key Summary

 

Key Action
 

OPTS Displays the options menu.

Performs a calculation using the displayed values.

Edits the highlighted item for an editfield.

Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and tempo-

rarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment.

Displays the allowed object types for an edit field.

Displays the possible choices for a choose field.

ETRE Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.
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VIEW Displays the highlighted item in a text view. Press or
to show the item in a graphics view.  
 

Key Action

[a] or Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or Movesthe highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

Pa] or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

(«Jor Goes to the previous screen.

(P][«] or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section (for a screen).

Edits the highlighted item (for an edit field).

Displays the possible choices (for a choose field).

Copies item(s) shown to the stack (for a result field).

a] or (me) Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

 

   
fest Goesto the custom settings screen.

[=csT] or Goes to the first or second page of the options menu.

[=] ond] HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

[=] vs) HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

[on] Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.
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Equation Screen Key Summary
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Key Action

Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation.

Displays the highlighted equation in a graphics view.

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu.

Goesto the Plotter screen.

SOL VR Goes to the Solver screen.

Key Action

or Movesthe highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goes to the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section (for a screen).

Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation.

- Checks or unchecks the highlighted equation.

or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

Goes to the custom settings screen.

or Goes to the first or second page of the options menu.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.
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Solver Screen Key Summary

 

A ® < Action
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Edits the highlighted variable.

Copies the highlighted variable to the HP 48 stack and tem-

porarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment.

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu.

Displays the convert menu for the highlighted variable.

Solves the equation(s) using the displayed values.

Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as known.

Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as wanted.

Resets one or all of the variables.

Displays the icons used to indicate variable status.

Goes to the Plotter screen.

 

 

 

 
EQNS Goes to the Equation screen.

Key Action

[a] or [¥] Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

[|)[a] or [®@][¥] Movesthe highlight barto top or bottom ofscreen.

[P][a] or [@][¥] Movesthe highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goes to the previous screen.

P=] or Goes to the home screen.

or Edits the highlighted variable.

- Marks or unmarks the highlighted variable as known.

or Goesto the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

CST Goes to the custom settings screen.

or Goesto the first or second page of the options menu.

VAR Toggles positions of variable values and descriptions.

DEL Resets one or all of the variables.

or Toggles units on oroff.

(ev or Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Plotter Screen Key Summary

 

Key Action
 

Eek)

OPTS

DRAW

m 20 Dg 2 m

EQNS

 

Displays a picture.

Displays the options menu.

Erases any previous plots.

Plots the current equation.

Goes to the Equation screen.

 

 

 

ENTER] or [>]

+

CST 

SOL VR Goes to the Solver screen.

Edits the highlighted item for an edit field.

Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and tempo-

rarily goes to the HP 48 stack environment.

CHOOS Displaysa list of possible values for a choose field.

Toggles a check mark for a check field.

Key Action

or Moves the highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of list.

or Goes to the previous screen.

or Goes to the home screen.

Edits the highlighted item (for an edit field).

Displays the possible choices (for a choose field).

Checks or unchecks highlighted item (for check field).

Displays the possible choices (for a choose field).

Checks or unchecks highlighted item (for check field).

or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

Goes to the custom settings screen.

or Goesto the first or second page of the options menu.

or Toggles units on or off.

HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.  
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Reference Screen Key Summary

 

 

  
 

 

 

Key Action

Copies one or all of the items shown to the HP 48 stack.

Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Displays a picture (if appropriate).

Displays the option menu.

Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate).

SOL VE Activates the custom solving routine (if appropriate).

Key Action

or Movesthe highlight bar up or down one item.

or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom of screen.

(P][a] or Moves the highlight bar to top or bottom oflist.

or Goes to the previous screen.

P][=] or Goes to the home screen.

or Enters the highlighted section (for a screen).

Edits the highlighted item (for an edit field).

Activates the custom solving routine (if appropriate).
Copies item(s) shown to the stack (for a result field).

NT] or Goes to the next or previous menu row (if appropriate).

[cst Goes to the custom settings screen.

[=cs) or [R][csT] Goes to the first or second page ofthe options menu.

VAR Toggles positions of data and help text (if appropriate).

[|]= or Toggles units on or off.

[=] ew) HP 48GX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

HP 48SX: Displays the highlighted item in a text view.

Quits MathePro to the HP 48 stack.   
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Appendix C

User Flags

This appendix covers:

Flag 57: Font Size

Flag 58: Help Text

Flag 61: Units

User Flag Summary0
0
0
0

 

Flag 57: Font Size

The display fontsize is controlled by the setting of user flag 57:

QQ Flag 57 Clear: Small displayfont. The small font contains 3x5 uppercase

letters and fits eight vertical lines of text on the screen (without help text).

QQ Flag 57 Set: Large displayfont. The large font contains 5x7 uppercase and

lowercase letters and fits six vertical lines of text on the screen (without

help text).

To change the font size while using MathePro, press ISIN.

To change the font size from the HP 48 stack, type 57 SF or 57 CF.

 

Flag 58: Help Text

The presence of context-sensitive help text along the bottom ofthe screen is

controlled by the setting of user flag 58.

QQ Flag 58 Clear: Help text on. Help text is displayed at the bottom of the

HP 48 screen, directly above the menu keys. Help text is always displayed

in the small font, regardless ofthe setting of flag 57.
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(Q Flag 58 Set: Help text off. When help textis off, one more line is available

on the screen for displaying information.

To toggle help text while using MathePro, press IRINA.

To toggle help text from the HP 48 stack, type 58 SF or 58 CF.

 

Flag 61: Units

The presence of units is controlled by the setting of user flag 61.

Q Flag 61 Clear: Units on. Equations can be solved and plotted with or

without units, and Reference tables can be displayed with or without units.
When units are on, equation solving and plotting may take longer.

Q Flag 61 Set: Units off. When units are off, equation solving and plotting

will be faster than when units are on.

To toggle units while using MathePro, press EINIRES.

To toggle units from the HP 48 stack, type 61 SF or 61 CF.

 

User Flag Summary

 

 

 

    

Flag Affects Clear Set

57 Font Size Small font (default) Large font

58 Help Text Help text on (default) Help text off

61 Units Units on Units off (default)  
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Appendix D

Questions and Answers

This appendix lists the most common questions about MathePro. Scan this list

before you call customer support—you might save yourself a phone call!

This appendix covers:

L
o
O
o
0
D
0 General Questions

Analysis Questions

Equations Questions

Reference Questions

 

General Questions

These are the most commonly asked questions about general features of

MathePro. For more information, see Chapter 1, “Getting Started.”

Q Why is there a 'SPARCOM'directory in my HP 48 user memory? (It ap-

pears as when you press to display the variable menu.)

A Special parameter variables are stored in the 'SPARCOM' directory by

MathePro. One of those variables is'MATHPAR', which contains in-

formation about which screen you were at when you quit MathePro, so

that screen will re-appear the next time you run the software. Another

variable is 'INTEG', which contains any user-defined integrals you en-

ter in the Integrals section.

Note that variables created during equation solving and plotting are not

necessarily stored in the 'SPARCOM'directory, but in whatever direc-

tory you were at when you ran the software. This is so that you can

create working subdirectories to organize your sets of variables if you

commonly solve different sets of equations.
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What do the three dots (...) mean at the end of an item on the screen?

A The three dots (an ellipsis) indicate the item is too wide to fit on the

screen. To display the item in a text view, move the highlight bar to it

and press or (HP 48GX)or (HP 48SX).

I solved a problem a long time ago, and I want to find those values again

for a problem I’m working on now, but I can’t find them. Where are they?

A Values entered in Analysis calculations are never remembered by

MathePro, because they are not stored in user memory. However, val-

ues entered in Equations calculations are stored in variables in user

memory. Those variables will remain in whatever directory you were

at when you solved the problem, unless you have cleared your HP 48

memory or reset the variables since you originally solved the problem.

I’m trying to find something which I know is in MathePro somewhere, but

the find operation keeps telling me, “String Not Found.”

A The find feature only searches information in the current screen. It

cannot find an item if it is not displayed on the current screen. If you

need to find out where a feature is located in MathePro, use the table of

contents or index of this manual.
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Analysis Questions

These are the most commonly asked questions about the Analysis section of

MathePro. For more information, see Chapter 2, “Analysis Tutorial” and your

HP 48 manual.

Q The result isn’t the value I expected. What could be wrong?

A Your HP 48 may be in an incorrect mode. Press to display the
custom settings screen, and check the angle and result modes.

Q When I press SIOIWYIS, the result is an expression, not a number. Why?

A Your HP 48 may be in symbolic results mode instead of numeric re-

sults mode. Press to display the custom settings screen, change the

result mode to Numeric, and re-solve.

Q When I press JOIMVME, I get the message, “Undefined Name.” Why?

A Your HP 48 may be in numeric results mode instead of symbolic re-

sults mode. Press to display the custom settings screen, change the

result mode to Symbolic, and re-solve.
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Equations Questions

These are the most commonly asked questions about the Equations section of

MathePro. For more information, see Chapter 10, “Equation Tutorial” and your

HP 48 manual.

Q

210

I turned units off and all my values changed. What happened?

A When units are on, values can be entered and saved in any unit. When

units are off, values can be entered in any unit, but the values will

automatically be used and displayed in SI units after entry. This is

necessary so that when you press to solve the equation, all the

values will be consistent with each other and your answer will be cor-

rect. If you don’t want to be restricted to SI units, turn units back on.

I entered values for some variables and pressed EJSIMYE, but I get the mes-
sage, “Too many unknownsto finish solving.” Why?

A Sometimes the solver doesn’t have enough information (i.e., enough

known variables) to solve for all the remaining, unknown variables. If

you don’t yet have an answer to your problem, then you will have to

enter more known values and re-solve.

There are already values stored in some ofmy variables. How do I clear

those values?

A The values remain from previous solving operations. It is okay to ig-

nore the values, because as long as they aren’t marked as known, they

will be overwritten by new solutions. If you wantto reset the vari-

ables, press or to clear one or all of the variables.

I entered values for some variables and pressed FOIE, but I get the mes-

sage, “Bad Guess(es)”. Why?

A There are several possibilities, but in all cases, the solver has encoun-

tered trouble while trying to solve for a particular variable. The prob-

lem variable is marked with an icon indicating a bad guess error oc-

curred while solving for that variable.
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Q The solution to my problem is clearly wrong! (A triangle area or angle

might be negative.) Why?

A This is most likely to happen when angles are involved in the equa-

tion(s) you are solving. What has happened is that the HP 48 has

found a non-principal solution to your equation.

Example: Imagine solving the equation sin(x) = 0.5. Solutions
include: 30°, 390°, -330°, 750°, etc., but the principal solution is 30°.

If a non-principal solution is found, it may then be used to solve other

equations, leading to strange results.

Example (cont.): Now imagine solving the equation x + y =90°. If x

is 30°, then y should be 60°. But if a non-principal solution for x was

found, such as 750°, then the value of y will be -660°, which although

technically correct, is also not a principal solution.

The wayto fix this problem is to put in an initial guess for angle vari-

ables.

Example (cont.): Before solving for x, enter the value 45° for x and

then press or to unmark x as known. Now, when you

press to solve for x, the guess of 45° will be used, and it is

close enough to the principal solution of 30° that the solveris very
likely to find the principal solution.

Q I tried plotting an equation and got the message, “Undefined Name.” Why?

A When plotting,all variables other than the independent and dependent

variables must have values. Go to the Solver screen and enter values

for the other variables in the equation you are plotting and re-plot.

Q [tried plotting an equation and got the message, “Unable to Isolate.” Why?

A The variable you have selected as the dependent variable occurs more

than once in the equation, which means it can’t be isolated. This

means that you can’t plot the equation with that variable as the de-

pendent variable.
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Reference Questions

These are the most commonly asked questions about the Reference section of

MathePro. For more information, see Chapter 19, “Reference Tutorial” and

your HP 48 manual.

Q

212

I tried solving a derivative or integral and got a number as the result, not an
expression. Why?

A All derivatives and integrals in MathePro are written with respect to
the variable 'X'. It is likely that the variable 'X' exists in your HP 48

user memory, which means the value of 'X' is being inserted into the

derivative or integral result, which is then being evaluated to a number.

To prevent this from occurring, quit MathePro and purge 'X' from the

user memory of your HP 48. 'X' is most likely to be in the HOME

directory.

I tried solving a derivative or integral and got an expression with 71/180 in

it. What does that mean?

A Your HP 48 may be in Degrees mode and the derivative or integral

may involve a trigonometric function, so the result includes the correc-

tion factor 71/180 to convert between degrees and radians. Set your

HP 48 to Radians mode, and the trigonometric derivatives or integrals
will be calculated without this correction factor.

How do I solve an integral which isn’t in MathePro?

A Enter the general form ofthe integral and its solution into the User-

Defined section of Integrals. Then, you will be able to solveit in the

same manner as the built-in integrals.
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A

ABOUTMATH, 174

ACOT, 178

ACOTH, 176

ACSC, 178

ACSCH, 176

advanced use, 171

equation plotting, 189

multiple equations, 186

of the plotter, 189
of the solver, 185

solver icons, 187

using guesses, 186

working directory, 185

algebraic functions, 23

commands, 175

Alpha

entry mode, 9

lock, 3

Analysis, 13

fields, see fields

finding, 16

key summary, 21, 199

screen paths, 180

screens, 16

tutorial, 15

analytic geometry, 81

ellipse, 82

hyperbola, 83

parabola, 82

angle measure setting, 10

arithmetic functions, 33

commands, 176

ASEC, 178

ASECH, 176

B

Bessel functions, 48

BETA, 177

beta function, 48

Cc

capturing a screen, 4

card

environmental limits, 195

installing, 4

removing, 5

service, 194

warranty, 194

checkfields, 71

choose fields, 17, 71

circle, 86

circles, 85

circle, 86

circular ring, 88

sector, 87

segment, 87

semicircle, 88

circular ring, 88

circular torus, 114
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closest fraction, 34

CMDSMATH, 174
commands

algebraic, 175
arithmetic, 176

curve fitting, 176
finding, 173
hyperbolic, 176

integration, 177

mathematics, 174

object syntax, 174

programmable, 173

special, 177

trigonometric, 178

cones, 93

CONS, 174
constants, 133

coordinate systems, 89

XY to polar, 90

XYZ to cylindrical, 90

XYZ to spherical, 91

copying an item to the stack, 8

COT, 178
COTH, 176
CSC, 178
CSCH, 176
cube, 100

cubic spline fit, 41
curve fitting functions, 39

commands, 176

custom settings screen, 9, 20, 75,

130
customer support, ii, 193

cylinders, 93

cylinders and cones

frustum of cone, 96

right circular cone, 96

right circular cylinder, 94

thick cylindrical shell, 95

thin cylindrical shell, 95

uniform thin rod, 95

cylindrical coordinates, 90
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D

DELTA, 175

delta function, 24

dependent variable, 70
derivatives, 135

reference, 138

solving, 136

templates, 136

E

edit fields, 17, 71

ellipse, 82

ellipsoid, 113
Equations, 53

displaying a picture, 58
finding, 56

finding the Equation screen,

56

finding the Plotter screen, 67

finding the Solver screen, 60

key summary, 76, 200

plotter, see Plotter

screen paths, 181
screens, 56

selecting equations, 58

solver, see Solver

tutorial, 55

equilateral triangle, 117

ERF, 177

ERFC, 177

error functions, 49

examples

browse constants from a user

program, 179

browse constants from the HP

48 stack, 179

calculate a trigonometric

function, 16

create an equation with a

constant, 175

enter a definite user-defined

integrals, 148



enter an indefinite user-defined

integrals, 147

find the perimeter of a

parallelogram, 57

find the perimeter of another

parallelogram, 62

look up a constant, 125
look up a derivative, 136

look up a hyperbolic

definition, 142

look up a quadric surface, 160

look up a series, 162

look up a transforms

definition, 166

look up a trigonometric

formula, 168

look up a trigonometric

identity, 125

look up a vector formula, 170

look up an indefinite integral,

144
look up and solve an indefinite

integral, 126, 145

look up the value of the

Boltzmann constant, 134

override a built-in constant,

175
plot the law of Cosines, 189

plot volume vs. radius for a

cone, 67

solve a definite integral, 146

solve a derivative, 137

solve an equation, 61

F

fields

check, 71

choose, 17, 71

edit, 17, 71

result, 17

types, 17, 71

finding

algebraic functions, 23

Analysis, 16

analytic geometry, 81

arithmetic functions, 33

circles, 85

commands, 173

cones, 93

constants, 133

coordinate systems, 89

curve fitting functions, 39

cylinders, 93

derivatives, 135

Equation screen, 56

Equations, 56

Greek alphabet, 139

hyperbolic functions, 43

hyperbolics, 141

integrals, 143

integration functions, 45

planar bounded solids, 99

Plotter, 67

polygons, 103

quadric surfaces, 159

Reference, 124

series, 161

SI prefixes, 163

Solver, 60

special functions, 47

sphericalfigures, 109

triangles, 115

trigonometric functions, 51

trigonometry, 167

vectors, 169

finding an item, 9

finding transforms, 165

fitting

cubic spline, 41

point-slope, 41

polynomialinterpolation, 40

flags, see user flags

fontsize setting, 8, 10

Fourier transforms, 165

FRACT, 176

fraction

closest, 34

reduce, 37

frustum of cone, 96
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G

GAMMA, 177
gamma function, 50

GCD, 176
general quadrilateral, 106

general triangle, 118

getting started, 1

GOMATH, 174, 179
graphics environment, 71
greatest common divisor, 34

Greek alphabet, 139

guesses, 186

H

help, 207

help text setting, 8, 10

hemisphere, 111

Home screen, 7

key summary, 11, 198

HP 48GX

differences from HP 48SX,4

hyperbola, 83

hyperbolic functions, 43

commands, 176

hyperbolics, 141

icons, see Solver

IFTE in piecewise functions, 26

independent variable, 69

integrals, 143

reference, 150

A+BX, 150
A+BX,C+DX, 150
A+BX"N,151
CM2+XM2,X"N2-C"2, 151
Definite, 158

elementary, 150

Exponential, 157

Hyperbolic, 157

Inverse Trigonometric,

156
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Logarithmic, 156
SQRT(A+BX), 151

SQRT(A™2-X"2), 153

SQRT(X"2+A"2), 152

SQRT(X"2-A"2), 152

Trig. (COS), 154

Trig. (Other), 155

Trig. (SIN and COS), 155

Trig. (SIN), 153

solving, 145

templates, 145

user-defined, see user-defined

integrals

integration functions, 45

commands, 177

interpolation
polynomial, 40

JO, 177

J1, 177

IN, 177

K

key features, 2

key summary

Analysis screen, 21, 199

Equation screen, 76, 200

Homescreen, 11, 198

options menu, 12, 22, 79, 132,

197

Plotter screen, 78, 202

Reference screen, 131, 203

Solver screen, 77, 201

keys, see menu keys

L

Laplace transforms, 165

laws of SIN, COS, TAN, 119

LCM, 176
least common multiple, 35

LEFT, 177



left rectangles, 45

library menu, 6

LOGA, 176

logarithm, any base, 35

manual

conventions, 3

how to use, 2

organization, 2

what to read next, 3

MATH, 174

memory requirements, 10

menu keys

ABOUT,6, 7

Analysis screen, 18

CHK,59, 73

CHOOS,18, 73

CONV,66

DESC, 128

DRAW, 73

EDIT, 18, 65, 73

EQNS, 66, 73

Equation screen, 59
EQWR,59

ERASE, 72

EXIT, 8, 9

FIND, 7,9

FONT, 8

HELP, 8

HOME, 7

ICONS,66

KNOW,64, 66

MATH, 6

OPTS, 7, 18, 59, 66, 72, 128

PATH, 7,9

PICT, 59, 66, 72, 128

PLOTR, 59, 66

Plotter screen, 72

PRINT, 9

QUIT, 7

Reference screen, 127

RESET, 66

SOLVE,18, 66, 128

Solver screen, 65

SOLVR,59, 73

SPD,8

STACK,18, 65, 73

STK,8, 18, 127

TYPES, 18

UNITS, 8

UP, 7

VIEW, 7, 8, 18, 127

WANT, 64, 66

menus

convert, 63

options, 8, 18, 73, 128

midpoint rectangles, 45

MIDPT, 177

modes

angle measure, 10

font size, 10

help text, 10

numeric, 10

symbolic, 10

units, 10

moving around the screen, 7

N

NROOT, 176

nth roots of a number, 36

numeric results mode, 10

Oo

options menu, 8, 18, 73, 128

P

parabola, 82

parallelogram, 105

partial fraction expansion, 24

parts
Analysis, 13

Equations, 53
Programming & Advanced

Use, 171

Reference, 121
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paths

Analysis screens, 180

copying to the stack, 9

displaying, 9

Equation screens, 181

Reference screens, 183

PFEC, 175
PFER,175
piecewise functions, 26
PINTR, 176
planar bounded solids, 99

cube, 100

pyramid, 101

rectangular parallelepiped, 101

tetrahedron, 101

Plotter

advanced use, see advanced

use
drawing the plot, 71
field descriptions, 72

fields, see fields

finding, 67

key summary, 78, 202

screens, 67

selecting an equation to plot,

68
selecting the dependent

variable and units, 70

selecting the independent

variable and units, 69

setting extra variables, 68

setting the horizontal range, 69

setting the vertical range, 70

plug-in card, see card

point-slope fit, 41

polar coordinates, 90

POLYC, 175
POLYE, 175
polygons, 103

general quadrilateral, 106

parallelogram, 105

rectangle, 104

regular polygon, 107

rhombus, 105

trapezoid, 106
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polynomial

coefficients, 28

equation, 29

interpolation, 40

roots, 29

simplifying, 30

Taylor, 31

POLYR,175

PRIME, 176

prime factorization, 37

printing an item, 9

programmable commands, 173

programmable screens, 179

PTSLP, 176

PWISE, 175

pyramid, 101

Q

quadric surfaces, 159

questions and answers, 207

R

RAM, see memory requirements

rectangle, 104

rectangular parallelepiped, 101

REDUC, 176

reduce fraction, 37

Reference, 121

finding, 124

key summary, 131, 203

screen paths, 183

screens, 124

tutorial, 123

using a reference table, 125

using a reference table which

solves, 126

regular polygon, 107

result fields, 17

result mode setting, 10

rhombus, 105

RIGHT, 177

right circular cone, 96

right circular cylinder, 94



right rectangles, 45

right triangle, 116

roots

of a number, 36

of a polynomial, 29

S

screen captures, 4

screens

Analysis, 16

custom settings, 9, 20, 75, 130

Equation, 56

Home, 7

moving around, 7

Plotter, 67

programmable, 179

Reference, 124

Solver, 59

SEC, 178

SECH, 176

sections

Analysis, 13

Equations, 53
Programming & Advanced

Use, 171

Reference, 121

sector, 87

segment, 87

semicircle, 88

series, 161

service, 194

SI prefixes, 163
SIMPL, 175

SIMPS, 177

Simpson's rule, 45

software

custom settings, 8

revision, 6

starting, 6

Solver

advanced use, see advanced

use

converting a value, 63

entering values and solving,

60, 61

finding, 60

icons, 64, 187

key summary, 77, 201

known variables, 64

no solution found, 65

resetting variables, 65
screens, 59

units off, 61

units on, 60

using the stack, 65

wanted variables, 64

special functions, 47

commands, 177

speed setting, 8

sphere, 110

spherical coordinates, 91

sphericalfigures, 109

circular torus, 114

ellipsoid, 113

hemisphere, 111

sphere, 110

thick spherical shell, 112

thin spherical shell, 111

zone and segment of 1 base,

112

zone and segment of 2 bases,

113

SPLIN, 176

stack usage, 65

support,ii, 193

symbolic results mode, 10

symbolic simplification, 30

>

Taylor polynomial, 31

technical support,ii, 193

templates

derivatives, 136

integrals, 145

tetrahedron, 101

thick cylindrical shell, 95

thick spherical shell, 112
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thin cylindrical shell, 95

thin sphericalshell, 111

transforms, 165

Fourier, 165

Laplace, 165
Z, 165

trapezoid, 106

trapezoidal method, 45
TRAPZ, 177
triangles, 115

equilateraltriangle, 117

generaltriangle, 118

laws of SIN, COS, TAN, 119

right triangle, 116

trigonometric functions, 51

commands, 178

trigonometry, 167

troubleshooting, 207

tutorials

Analysis, 15

Equations, 55

Reference, 123

TYLRA, 175

U

uniform thin rod, 95

units setting, 8, 10

user flags

flag 57, 205
flag 58, 205

flag 61, 206
summary, 206

user-defined integrals
adding, 147
converting old integrals, 149
deleting, 149

editing, 149

entering, 146

using the stack, 65

Vv

variables

bad guess, 188
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constant?, 188

converting, 63

dependent for plotting, 70

entering, 60, 61

extremum, 188

icons, see Solver

independentfor plotting, 69
known, 64, 188

no solution, 188

no solution found, 65, 188

place holder, 136, 145

resetting, 65

solution found, 188

unknown, 187

wanted, 64, 188

vectors, 169

viewing an item, 8

Ww

warranty, 194

working directory

creating, 185

X

X-axis range, 69

XY to polar, 90

XYZ to cylindrical, 90

XYZ to spherical, 91

Y

y-axis range, 70

YO, 177
Y1, 177
YN, 177

Zz

Z transforms, 165

zone and segment of 1 base, 112

zone and segment of 2 bases, 113



PocketProfessional® Series

The PocketProfessionalseries of software includes over 14 different software

programs for the HP 48GX and HP 48SX calculators. Ask your authorized

Sparcom Corporation dealer or distributor for any of the products listed below.

Electrical Engineering Pac en 10051-1a
 

Over 300 equationsin circuit elements, DC RE

circuits, RL and RC circuits, RLC circuits, Fr

OpAmpcircuits, solid state devices and more. . Ve

Analysis sections include simple AC circuits, Bp Ru

Fourier and Laplace transforms, ladder net- £ 1

work analysis, and two-port networks. PRESS [ENTER] TO RETURN TO LIST...
 

Electrical Engineering Reference Pac pn 10061-1a
 

Turn your HP 48GX or HP 48SX into an HEHEHE

EE reference manual. Over 3000 entries SILVER #10% YEL Y xENY
: . GOL El + 5% GRMN § ES £.50%

from seven subject areas. Resistor color ELK 0 xEQ BLU & *EE %.25%
. BRN 1 xEl + 1x VIOL 7 =E7 #.10%

chart. Standard inductor and capacitor RED 2 =E3 & 84% GRY B =EB 2.05%
ORA 3 xE3 WHI 8 ES

values.
PRESS [ENTER] TO RETURN TO LIST...  

 

General Chemistry Pac pn 100521a

Over 150 equations from kinetics, acids/bases,  [$PARCOM CHEMICAL EQUATION WRITER

gases, precipitation and more. Periodic table

includes 14 properties of each element.

Chemical equation writer calculates theoretical

yields, limiting reagents, and checks balance.

Molecular weight calculator. Plot pH titration PRESS [ENTER] TO RETURN TO LIST...

curves.

CH, +H,0 = 3H,+C0

 

 

General Chemistry Reference Pac pn 10062-1a

Turn your HP 48GX or HP 48SX into a

Chemistry reference manual. Over 3000

entries in eleven subject areas. Periodic

table includes 20 different properties of

each element. 28.0855

28
Si
14

 



Mechanical Engineering Pac pn 10053-1a
 

Over 300 equations from fluid mechanics, “HP 485K EQUATIONWRITER

heat transfer, gases, beams,stress analy- 2lr=lve?) lls

sis, machine design, and more. Analysis tgrahtF=

sections include steam tables, thermo-

couples and vector analysis. PRESS 4 4 ¥ Bb TO SCROLL EQUATION
PRESS [ATTN] TO RETURN TO LIST...   

Mechanical Engineering Reference Pac pn 10063-1a

Turn your HP 48GX or HP 48SX into a

ME reference manual. Over 3000 entries

from nine subject areas. Steam tables.

Composition of metals. Thermal

Conductivities.

 

~Saturated Steam Prop.
Irene: "298.30_K
P(E)CE1: ‘I.1HE-I_MPA"
WORMED: 1.00E-3_M*3/KG'
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Personal Information Manager pn 10081-1a
 

Turns the HP 48SX into an electronic organ-

izer. Interactive calendar and appointment

book take care of your schedule. Phone direc-

tory. Expense accountant and time manager.

Report generator compiles itemized lists to

make expense reports.

 

Physics Pac en 1009114
 

Over 250 equations in angular mechanics,

electrical circuits, electric fields, force/ ¥M XM
ce . . Fop—t—1%F

energy/work, gravitation, linear mechanics, iy

magnetism, optics, oscillations, special rela- E04

tivity and waves. Taylor expansion, vector

analysis, integral tables, and reference data. PRESS [ENTER] TO RETURN TO LIST...
 

Statistics Pac pn 10101-1a
    This pac includes basic statistics, prob- HISTOGRAM

ability distributions, estimation, plotting

manager, and regression analysis. Load

tab or comma delimited data files from a

PC or Mac directly into the HP 48SX.

  

  
 



Calculus Pac pn10111-1A

Access curve fitting routines. Integrate by

left, right, and midpoint rectangles, trapezoids,

and Simpson's rule. Access integral tables,

plus add your own. Graphics include 2D and
3D, including hidden-line removal. Symbolic

vector and differential equation solving.

 

 

  PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE...
 

Celestial Navigation Pac en 10121-1a

Celestial navigation is now made easy on the

HP 48GX or HP 48SX. Route planning by

Great Circle, Rhumbline or Composite meth-

ods. Compute position fix and display the re-

sult. The almanac is good to the year 2030.

Messier objects.

Games48 pn 10131-1A

Tests of reflexes, thinking power and

casino skills is all included in the

Games48 Pac. Ten games including:

Blackjack, Diamonds, Keno, Poker,

Reversi, Roulette, Slots, Skunk, and

Sokoban.

Spice48 en 10511-1A

This self-contained circuit analysistool is

used to calculate and view the complete re-

sponse oflinear circuits. SPICE48is based on

the work of the CAD Group, University of

California at Berkeley. SPICE has emerged as

the industry standard for analog circuit
analysis.
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Solid State Electronics Pac en 10501-1a

Over 350 equations describing characteristics

of devices such as MOS transistors, MOS in-

verter design, bipolar transistors, PN junc-

tions, microwave, optoelectronic devices and

IC process engineering. Extensive functions

provided to compute IC yields and lifetime

calculations.

 

 

 PRESS [ENTER] TO RETURM TO LIST.
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